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ABSTRACT 

Purpose. The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship federal Hazard 

Mitigation Assistance (HMA) grant allocation has with the National Flood Insurance 

Program (NFIP) and the various elements closely associated with efficient spending 

(efficiency), estimated income per capita (equity), and historical damages and number of 

repetitive loss properties (effectiveness), by identifying the presence or absence of 

correlations.  

Theoretical Framework: This study draws upon a moral framework grounded in rule 

consequentialism in order to establish allocative guidelines based on efficiency and 

effectiveness within the public sector.  

Methodology. This bivariate correlation analysis examined 2,504 FEMA Region 6 

communities that were eligible to receive HMA funding between the years 2000 and 

2017 based upon NFIP participation and inclusion in a presidentially declared, flood-

related disaster.  A Pearson’s correlation coefficient was conducted utilizing HMA 

dollars allocated as the dependent variable and historical damages, number of repetitive 

loss properties, and estimated income per capita as the three independent variables.  

Findings. This study found a statistically significant, positive, correlation at the 99% 

confidence level for each of the three independent variables.  However further analysis 

indicated that 38 outliers significantly impacted the strength of the correlations and that 

these outliers were associated with extraordinary, large scale, disasters.  

Conclusions and Recommendations. This study concludes that based on the strength of 

correlation and indicated relationship between FEMA’s HMA allocation and a 

community’s historical damages and number of repetitive loss properties, FEMA is 
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currently allocating its limited resources in an effective and efficient manner.  However, 

evidence suggests that this efficiency and effectiveness is reduced in smaller scale 

disasters.  Furthermore, this study recommends additional analysis with a more holistic 

damage data set that captures damages beyond those recorded by the NFIP.  

Keywords: Limited resource allocation, efficiency, effectiveness, public sector, public 

administration, rule consequentialism, Federal Emergency Management Agency, National 

Flood Insurance Program  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION  

Background 

In 2017 Hurricane Harvey made landfall as a Category 4 hurricane marking the 

first of three major hurricanes to hit the United States and its territories within less than 

1 month.  Hurricane Harvey was estimated to have caused over $125 billion in damages 

with Hurricanes Maria and Irma collectively causing another $140 billion.  That is to say 

that the 2017 hurricane season saw over $265 billion in disaster damages (Federal 

Emergency Management Agency [FEMA], 2021b).  As one examines the devastating 

effects of the 2017 hurricane season, it becomes clear that flooding is a major threat to 

coastal communities as well as to U.S. taxpayers.  Unfortunately, hurricanes are not the 

only source of flooding the United States experiences.  In fact, most flooding occurs as a 

result of rainfall, which leads to flash flooding.  In 2017, there were 66 presidentially 

declared major flood-related disasters, 40 of which were not associated with hurricanes.  

This made 2017 one of the most expensive years in the history of the National Flood 

Insurance Program (NFIP; FEMA, 2021b).  Gonick and Errett (2018) suggested that “this 

increase in billion-dollar disasters corresponds with an increased occurrence of climate-

related hazards overall, including rising sea levels, floods, storms, extreme temperatures, 

droughts, and wildfires” (p. 1 ), which highlights a growing concern within the 

emergency management industry regarding climate change.   

 Climate change affects flooding in two distinct ways: sea level rise and increased 

storm activity.  Rahmstorf (2017) offered, “Since satellite records began in 1993 the rate 

of rise is ∼3 cm per decade and is also accelerating” (p. 1).  This is largely due to glacier 

melt.  However, Rahmstorf explained that “when it comes to the local sea-level rise, 
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which is responsible for changes in local flood risk, additional climate factors are at play: 

changing ocean currents, the gravity fingerprint of shrinking ice sheets, and changes in 

prevailing winds” (p. 1).  In perhaps a more specific example, Reed et al. (2015) studied 

the impacts of rising sea levels and tropical cyclones on coastal inundation in New York 

City.  They found that  

compared with the pre-anthropogenic era, flood heights have increased during the 

anthropogenic era not only due to relative sea level rise, but also due to changes in 

tropical cyclone characteristics, leading to an increased risk of coastal inundation 

for NYC. (Reed et al., 2015, p. 5)  

Reed et al. concluded that “these results indicate the impacts of climate change on coastal 

inundation, and the necessity for risk management solutions” (p. 5).  With evidence of 

worsening flooding, and the increase in annual damages, mitigation becomes a critical 

activity. 

 At the time of this study, as an emergency management professional in the public 

domain, I have a vested and growing interest in exploring how flood mitigation programs 

and use of taxpayer money align with efficient and effective flood mitigation activities.  

Although there are measures in place with the goal of achieving this outcome, I have 

found a lack of large-scale assessments and evaluations.  As the impact from flooding 

continues to threaten the United States, it is important to ensure that mitigation activities 

are efficient and effective.   

Statement of the Research Problem 

Flooding remains the single most expensive and frequent natural disaster within 

the United States.  According to FEMA (2010), “Flooding is the most frequent severe 
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weather threat and the costliest natural disaster facing the nation.  Ninety percent of all 

natural disasters in the U.S. involve flooding” (p. 1).  Building trends and sea level rise 

further stress the importance of proper flood mitigation projects and funding by public 

programs.  The NFIP was created in 1968 due to the lack of private flood insurance 

availability (FEMA, 2005).  This was a critical mitigation and resiliency step.  In the 

aftermath of Hurricane Harvey, the average FEMA Individual Assistance grant was 

$7,000, yet the average payout through the NFIP was $100,000 (FEMA, 2018).  That is 

to say that those who are impacted by a flood who have insurance are much more likely 

to recover than those without it.  Therefore, because the NFIP enables individuals at risk 

to obtain flood insurance, it is a critical program.  The issue arises, however, with the 

sustainability of this program.  According to the U.S. Government Accountability Office 

(GAO, 2020), “The NFIP’s premium rates have not provided sufficient revenue to pay 

claims.  As a result, FEMA still owed Treasury $20.5 billion as of March 2020, despite 

Congress cancelling $16 billion of debt in 2017” (p. 2).  The reason private insurance 

companies often avoid offering flood insurance and the reason the federal government 

had to initiate this program is because it is very difficult to generate profit in this 

industry.  Large-scale disasters, such as Hurricane Harvey, will bankrupt most insurance 

companies if they choose to provide coverage.  However, while the concept of the NFIP 

is crucial, it has failed to do any better.  As Walsh (2017) pointed out, the NFIP 

has been in the red since Hurricane Katrina flooded New Orleans in 2005.  It still 

has more than a thousand disputed claims left over from Sandy.  And in October, 

it exhausted its $30 billion borrowing capacity and had to get a bailout just to 

keep paying current claims. (p. 1)  
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Walsh also provided an example of one house valued at $42,024 that has been repaired 

19 times and cost the NFIP an estimated $912,732.  This example, multiplied by the 

many other examples available, represents a financial drain on the federal budget.   

Perhaps one of the biggest opportunities to help the NFIP is FEMA’s Hazard 

Mitigation Assistance (HMA) program.  This federal grant program provides money to 

states that are impacted by a presidentially declared disaster, which are then allocated to 

the impacted communities within the state to engage approved mitigation activity.  The 

term community refers to an independent jurisdiction (further defined in the definitions 

section).  Reoccurring instances, such as the one noted by Walsh (2017), suggest that the 

mitigation grants may not be going toward the most financially draining structures, which 

would further suggest that the federal grant programs may be ineffective through 

misallocation.  This concern calls for the need for a programmatic analysis as to the 

efficiency and effectiveness of HMA spending.  Therefore, the problem is that there is an 

existing need to explore the relationship between high-risk repetitive loss structures 

within the NFIP and the allocation of HMA projects to identify any possible disconnect, 

which would suggest inefficiencies and ineffectiveness of the federal programs. 

Purpose Statement 

The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship that the federal HMA 

grant allocation has with NFIP and the various elements closely associated with efficient 

spending (efficiency), estimated income per capita (equity), and historical damages and 

number of repetitive loss properties (effectiveness) by identifying the presence or absence 

of correlations.   
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The public sector applies additional complications and considerations to the 

predicament the HMA program and NFIP are in.  Foundational to these considerations is 

the fact that each program depends on congressional funding, which is generated from 

federal taxes.  These programs must answer to the American people.  In the private 

sector, negative performance, such as that seen by the NFIP’s need for additional public 

funding, would likely not be tolerated long.  Typically, above all else, the private sector 

measures the value of a program based on the profit the program can generate.  In this 

regard, the NFIP is a losing program consistently in need of federal bailout.  The 2019 

High Risk Series published by the GAO has identified the NFIP as a high-risk program 

and has suggested that Congress should consider comprehensive reform of this program 

because of its ineffectiveness.  The NFIP is currently in a critical position because of its 

inability to successfully implement its mission.   

Figure 1 illustrates the extent of the NFIP’s position by showing a steady rise in 

total unmitigated repetitive loss properties despite an increase in mitigation activity.  

Unmitigated repetitive loss properties (further defined in the definition section) refers to 

properties that have sustained flood damages on multiple occasions and have not had 

sufficient construction applied to them to reduce the flooding impact.  In contrast, a 

mitigated repetitive loss structure refers to a structure that has sustained flood damages 

on multiple occasions but has undergone construction to reduce the flooding impact such 

as elevation, relocation, or demolition.  Figure 1 illustrates that in addition to the rise in 

unmitigated repetitive loss, FEMA is not the greatest source of funding for the limited 

mitigation activities that have been conducted on these high-risk structures.  This reality 

further supports a disconnect between the NFIP and the HMA program. 
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Figure 1 

 

National Flood Insurance Program, Cumulative Number of Mitigated and Nonmitigated 

Repetitive Loss Properties, 2009–2018 

 

Note. This figure depicts a rise in nonmitigated repetitive loss properties and the ineffectiveness 

of FEMA-funded mitigation. From National Flood Insurance Program: Fiscal Exposure Persists 

Despite Property Acquisitions, by U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2020, p. 25 

(https://www.gao.gov/assets/710/707821.pdf).  

 

 This study serves as an early yet critical step in better understanding the complex 

relationships that federal disaster assistance programs have with grant allocation.  The 

goal is to take the first step toward identifying opportunities and metrics needed to reform 

federal grant allocation and improve the overall efficiency and effectiveness of U.S. tax 

dollars in the mission of ensuring a safer more resilient homeland.  
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Research Questions  

1. Is there a correlation between HMA projects and cumulative historical disaster 

damages (as informed by NFIP claims) associated with flooding? 

H0: A community’s cumulative flood damage does not affect the amount of HMA 

funding they receive, r = 0. 

H1: A community’s cumulative flood damage impacts the amount of HMA 

funding they receive, r ≠ 0. 

2. Is there a correlation between HMA projects and the number of NFIP repetitive 

loss and severe repetitive loss properties within a community? 

H0: A community’s number of repetitive loss properties does not affect the 

amount of HMA funding they receive, r = 0. 

H1: A community’s number of repetitive loss properties impacts the amount of 

HMA funding they receive, r ≠ 0. 

3. Is there a correlation between HMA projects and the estimated income per capita 

of a community? 

H0: A community’s estimated income per capita does not affect the amount of 

HMA funding they receive, r = 0. 

H1: A community’s estimated income per capita impacts the amount of HMA 

funding they receive, r ≠ 0. 

Significance of the Problem 

Through the exploration of the HMA resource allocation, this study highlights the 

presence or absence of efficient and effective allocation.  The significance of this 

outcome is that it identifies areas within the federal programs that need to be adjusted or 
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reformed.  Additionally, this study identifies correlations between allocation trends and 

political factors that may influence future studies.  The desired long-term impact of this 

study and those it may influence is to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of public 

sector limited resource allocation. 

Definitions  

Communities.  Community means  

any state or area or political subdivision thereof, or any Indian tribe or authorized 

tribal organization, or Alaska Native village or authorized native organization, 

which has authority to adopt and enforce flood plain management regulations for 

the areas within its jurisdiction. (Office of the Federal Register, National Archives 

and Records Administration [OFR, NARA], 2013, p. 183) 

Efficiency.  This study, while acknowledging several variations of definitions, 

utilized Waldo’s (1984) definition of efficiency: “The efficiency of administration is 

measured by the ratio of the effects actually obtained with the available resources to the 

maximum effects possible with the available resources” (p. 191). 

Eligible community.  Eligible community or participating community means a 

community for which the federal insurance administrator has authorized the sale of flood 

insurance under NFIP (OFR, NARA, 2013). 

Estimated income per capita.  Estimated income per capita or “Per Capita 

Income” is a data field utilized by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s 

Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) to partially explain a community’s economic 

vulnerability.  It is derived from the American Community Survey (ACS, 2019) by which 

it is defined as  
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the mean income computed for every man, woman, and child in a particular group 

including those living in group quarters.  It is derived from by dividing the 

aggregate income of a particular group by the total population in that group. 

(p. 88) 

Flood damages.  This term refers to the monetary damages from flood-related 

incidents.  It is an aggregate of physical and emotional damages, from flood-related 

instances, as verified by FEMA, expressed as a dollar amount.   

Flood related.  This term is utilized to describe instances or occurrences that are 

directly associated with or from the natural hazard of flooding.  This term is utilized to 

distinguish incidents that possess a flood component from incidents that do not possess a 

flood component.  This study lists several variables and metrics that must be present for 

an incident to be considered flood related.   

Happiness.  Happiness is a term utilized in the description of utilitarianism that 

refers to an emotional state that is desirable or pleasurable.  This study utilized this term 

to express an activity or practice that increases the welfare and resilience of the majority 

of individuals within society. 

Hazard mitigation.  According to FEMA (2021d), the term hazard mitigation is 

defined as “any action taken to reduce or eliminate long term risk to people and property 

from natural disasters” (para. 1).  This study refined this term further by suggesting 

hazard mitigation encompasses activity that removes the risk from vulnerable structures 

representing a liability to the public and by which the mitigation of these structures 

reduces the financial burden for taxpayers. 
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Limited resources.  This term refers to resources that are constrained and finite at 

a particular point in time.  More specifically, this study utilized this term to discuss 

money originating from federal taxes that has been allocated to the HMA program within 

FEMA.  This qualifies as a limited resource because the amount allocated is finite.   

Mitigated repetitive loss.  This term refers to both repetitive loss and severe 

repetitive loss structures that have undergone mitigation activity such as elevation, 

relocation, and in some cases wet-flood proofing to reduce the negative impacts of 

flooding.  

Repetitive loss.  This term refers to an NFIP-insured structure that has had at 

least two paid flood losses of more than $1,000 each in any 10-year period since 1978. 

Severe repetitive loss.  This term refers to  

a residential property that is covered under an NFIP flood insurance policy and: 

(a) That has at least four NFIP claim payments (including building and contents) 

over $5,000 each, and the cumulative amount of such claims payments exceeds 

$20,000; or (b) For which at least two separate claims payments (building 

payments only) have been made with the cumulative amount of the building 

portion of such claims exceeding the market value of the building.  For both (a) 

and (b) above, at least two of the referenced claims must have occurred within 

any ten-year period and must be greater than 10 days apart. (FEMA, 2008, p. 7) 

Substantial damage.  Substantial damage means “damage of any origin sustained 

by a structure whereby the cost of restoring the structure to its before damaged condition 

would equal or exceed 50 percent of the market value of the structure before the damage 

occurred” (OFR, NARA, 2013, p. 190). 
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Small impoverished community.  This is a “community of 3,000 or fewer 

individuals economically disadvantaged as determined by the State in which the 

community is located and based on criteria established by the President” (FEMA, 2019, 

p. 5).   

Unmitigated repetitive loss.  This term refers to repetitive or severe repetitive 

loss structures that have not undergone any mitigation activity. 

Vulnerable.  According to Einarsson and Rausand (1998),  

The vulnerability concept is used to characterize a system’s lack of robustness or 

resilience with respect to various threats, both within and outside the boundaries 

of the system. … the term vulnerability … describe[s] the properties of an 

industrial system that may weaken its ability to survive and perform its mission in 

the presence of threats. … The properties of an industrial system; its premises, 

facilities, and production equipment, including its human resources, human 

organization, and all its software, hardware, and net-ware, that may weaken or 

limit its ability to endure threats and survive accidental events that originate both 

within and outside the system boundaries. (pp. 535–536)  

Organization of the Study 

This study laid a framework for evaluating the efficiency of federal grant 

programs, specifically FEMA’s HMA program.  This framework used utilitarian 

principles to measure the outcome described in Waldo’s (1984) definition of efficiency.  

A quantitative examination of multiple communities within FEMA’s Region 6 was 

conducted to highlight trends that either align or fail to align to this framework.  This 

study examined the relationship between high-risk, taxpayer costly repetitive loss and 
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severe repetitive loss structures and grant project allocation.  Findings of the study were 

combined with the correlation analysis of historical grant spending and historical flood-

related damages to draw conclusions on the federal government’s efficiency of limited 

resource allocation.   
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE  

History of the Subject Being Studied  

Foundational to this study is the theoretical concept of efficiency and 

effectiveness within the public sector.  Prior to an examination on allocative efficiency, 

there must be a thorough exploration of literature on efficiency and effectiveness, yet 

prior to an exploration of efficiency and effectiveness, there must be a moral framework 

in which effectiveness can be determined.  Therefore, at the root of this literature review 

lies a need to examine the ethical theory of utilitarianism. 

Historical Context  

History, Mission, and Legislation Surrounding the Federal Emergency Management 

Agency 

Skelley (2008) argued that a dichotomy exists between politics and public 

administration.  This dichotomy describes the differences and connections between two 

distinct entities: politics or legislation and public administration or the method of 

administering legislation.  Although this study explored administrative practices, 

specifically resource allocation, this concept is critical because it displays the importance 

of a thorough review of the literature regarding a public program.  This literature lays out 

the intent and goal of the policies underlying any public sector program or practice.  

When discussing the efficiency and effectiveness of a program, the intent of the program 

must be considered.  Through a review of critical legislation, key goals and objectives are 

extracted to establish a framework of desired program outcome.  This section briefly 

reviews the history and mission of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
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as well as summarizes eight congressional acts and two presidential executive orders in 

relation to their significance to the Hazard Mitigation Assistance (HMA) program.  

Before a person can appropriately apply principles of allocative efficiency to this 

study, the individual must first achieve a level of understanding as to the mission of 

FEMA, the public sector entity distributing the resources.  This understanding sheds light 

on the expectation or desired outcome of the public service agency that U.S. taxpayers 

continue to fund.  Stated simply, it allows one to begin to measure performance at a 

macrolevel before diving into the microefficiencies of grant allocation.  The various 

expectations set forth throughout the different pieces of legislation allow the development 

of a framework that possesses the ability to assess the effectiveness of the allocative 

systems output.  This framework is critical to evaluating HMA’s efficiency of resource 

allocation. 

The mission statement of FEMA (n.d.) states, “To help people before, during, and 

after disasters” (p. 6 ).  However, while most can appreciate the simplicity of this 

statement, it deserves some unpacking.  The first segment of the statement “to help” is 

rather broad and provides little understanding as to what actions FEMA takes, other than 

implying that these actions are beneficial to people.  Therefore, perhaps a better example 

is found within FEMA’s (n.d.) first publication, explaining that its mission is 

“encouraging risk reduction and risk management practices of government partners so 

that our Nation is better prepared and more resilient, ultimately saving lives and 

protecting property and the environment” (p. 52) or as stated in the Post-Katrina 

Emergency Management Reform Act of 2006:  
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The primary mission of the Agency is to reduce the loss of life and property and 

protect the Nation from all hazards, including natural disasters, acts of terrorism, 

and other man-made disasters, by leading and supporting the Nation in a risk-

based, comprehensive emergency management system of preparedness, 

protection, response, recovery, and mitigation. (p. 3)   

These additional explanations help to summarize what actions the public and its 

representatives in Congress expect of the agency.   

Next, with FEMA’s mission established, it becomes important to explore key 

legislation and its impact on the agency’s evolution and to understand the duty owed to 

U.S. taxpayers.  The evolution of what is today FEMA is critical to defining and 

measuring agency performance.  Without a clear ability to decide whether an action or, in 

the case of this study, an allocation of a grant is aligned to the expected outcome, there is 

no accountability.  Therefore, a brief summary of FEMA’s evolution is needed.  With 

many public entities, the passing of key legislature often marks the various growth 

milestones and pivot points of an agency.  This phenomenon holds true for FEMA.   

FEMA, as it is known today, is a relatively young agency.  However, its origins 

can be traced back to the early 1800s where following a major fire in New Hampshire, 

Congress provided relief to effected merchants.  The next significant evolution came in 

1950 when Congress passed the Federal Disaster Relief Act (Public Law 81-875), which 

allowed states to seek federal assistance when their capacity or capability was exceeded 

(Lindsay & Murray, 2011).  This legislature was the first to display the charge taxpayers 

expected of the federal government.  That charge was to support disaster recovery with 

federal funding, when necessary.  
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In 1968, Congress passed the National Flood Insurance Act.  This legislation 

provided perhaps the most significant piece of context to aid in this study’s development 

of an efficiency framework.  This act made flood insurance coverage available to 

homeowners and established a national program for flood risk reduction.  This 

represented a desire by the American public to fund, via federal taxes, the reduction in 

flood risk, or to state it in another way, the American public found it worth their taxes to 

fund a program that protects them from, and reduces the impact of, the flooding hazard.   

In 1974, the Disaster Relief Act consolidated many changes to the federal 

government’s operations that arose in response to the particularly destructive Hurricane 

Agnes and the “Terrible Tuesday” tornados (FEMA, 2003, p. 57).  Although this act was 

not substantial at the time, it was later amended to become the Stafford Act, which is a 

foundational piece of legislation for FEMA today.  In 1978, President Carter signed two 

executive orders establishing FEMA with the dual mission of emergency management 

and civil defense (FEMA, 2003).  This action not only created FEMA, but it also 

assigned it the responsibility of managing emergencies and civil defense.  Recognizing 

this underlying responsibility is critical to establishing a desired or effective outcome 

when constructing an efficiency framework.   

The Robert T. Stafford Act is perhaps FEMA’s single most influential piece of 

legislation.  This act, passed in 1988, was an amendment to the Disaster Relief Act of 

1974.  The purpose of this act, as stated within, is “to provide an orderly and continuing 

means of assistance by the Federal Government to State and local governments in 

carrying out their responsibilities to alleviate the suffering and damage which result from 

such disasters” (FEMA, 2021e, p. 1).  The act lays out six declarations as to how this 
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should occur.  For this study, two of these declarations are significant.  They are as stated 

as follows: “encouraging hazard mitigation measures to reduce losses from disasters, 

including development of land use and construction regulations; and providing Federal 

assistance programs for both public and private losses sustained in disasters” (FEMA, 

2021e, p. 1).  These declarations will help define the expected outcome for resources 

allocated through the HMA program.   

The next significant legislation affecting FEMA and the HMA mission was the 

Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 (U.S. Copyright Office, 2000).  This act primarily 

accomplished three measures.  First, it established the National Pre-Disaster Mitigation 

Fund.  This funding mechanism is for the pre-disaster mitigation (PDM) grants, one of 

three grant programs that make up the greater HMA program.  This legislative measure 

acknowledges the power of mitigation and represents an early financial commitment to 

this acknowledgement.  Second, this Act required state, local, or tribal governments to 

submit a mitigation plan for presidential approval as a condition of the receipt of 

increased federal share for hazard mitigation measures.  This requirement is an early 

indicator that funding, specifically federal funding, should only be awarded to efficient 

and effective activity.  The requirement of a mitigation plan was a step to ensure that 

there was additional thought and analysis into what activities would be pursued with 

mitigation funding.  Finally, this legislation authorized states and local governments to 

receive additional assistance and directed it to “(1) support effective public-private 

partnerships; (2) improve the assessment of a community’s natural hazards 

vulnerabilities; or (3) establish a community’s mitigation priorities” (U.S. Copyright 
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Office, 2000, para. 2).  The act emphasized that this activity should occur in a cost-

effective manner.   

Following the devastating terrorist attacks that occurred on September 11, 2001, 

the emergency management components of the United States undertook significant 

reform.  In 2002, the Homeland Security Act, among many other things, created the 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) as a stand-alone cabinet-level department and 

consolidated several federal entities, including FEMA, and placed them within the 

department.  This realignment of forces charged DHS with  

all functions and authorities prescribed by the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief 

and Emergency Assistance Act; and a comprehensive, risk-based emergency 

management program of mitigation, of planning for building the emergency 

management profession, of response, of recovery, and of increased efficiencies. 

(U.S. Copyright Office, 2002, para. 100)  

It also designated FEMA to remain as the lead agency for the Federal Response Plan 

established under Executive Orders 12148 and 12656.  This reform was significant 

because it represented an increase in public trust and responsibility for FEMA and its 

programs.   

In August of 2005, Hurricane Katrina, a Category 5 tropical cyclone, impacted the 

United States causing over $125 billion in damages and resulting in over 970 Katrina-

related deaths in Louisiana alone (Brunkard et al., 2008).  One of the largest contributors 

to this devastation was the failure of critical levees in and around the New Orleans area 

(U.S. Government Publishing Office, 2006).  This disaster highlighted several 

shortcomings with the current state of federal emergency management and as a result 
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brought about significant reform in the shape of the Post-Katrina Emergency 

Management Reform Act of 2006 (U.S. Copyright Office, 2006).   

This piece of legislation amended the Homeland Security Act of 2002 and 

established FEMA as a distinct agency within DHS, thereby creating an administrator 

position as head of FEMA.  This reform further highlighted America’s need for effective 

emergency management and the expectation that FEMA would be the agency to provide 

it.  Another significant outcome of this legislation was its task to establish 10 regional 

offices where FEMA’s mission can be better managed following a more decentralized 

model (U.S. Copyright Office, 2006).  This change would lead to regional oversight, 

which would provide more intimate grants allocation to the states within.  Yet, another 

outcome from this legislation is that it “requires state mitigation plans to identify the 

natural hazards, risks, and vulnerabilities of areas which substantially increase the risk of 

damage, hardship, loss, or suffering in the event of an emergency or major disaster” (U.S. 

Copyright Office, 2006, p. 1).  This represents a shift in risk analysis that places more 

emphasis on critical infrastructure with the goal of reducing cost postevent.  Finally, this 

legislation is significant to the HMA program because it increases the authorized 

percentage of federal contributions for a major disaster under the Hazard Mitigation 

Grant Program (HMGP), one of HMA’s largest grant programs, which is discussed later 

in this chapter.   

Further reform came several years later in the form of the Sandy Recovery 

Improvement Act of 2013 (U.S. Copyright Office, 2013).  This act sought to reform areas 

of FEMA after another hurricane impacted the United States once again, causing over 
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$100 billion in damages in addition to killing many people.  This batch of reform was 

significant to HMGP because it authorized the U.S. president to  

approve public assistance projects for major disasters or emergencies under 

alternative procedures with the goal of: (1) reducing the costs to the federal 

government of providing such assistance; (2) increasing flexibility in the 

administration of assistance; (3) expediting the provision of assistance to a state, 

tribal or local government, or owner or operator of a private nonprofit facility; and 

(4) providing financial incentives and disincentives for the timely and cost-

effective completion of projects. (U.S. Copyright Office, 2013, p. 1)  

This authorization displays a desire for FEMA to be more cost effective and flexible with 

the grants program.  It is also important to note that this legislation authorized the 

consolidation of state, local, or tribal facilities as a single project.  The project could 

consist of several sites spread across multiple jurisdictions and community lines.   

Finally, the most recent round of significant reform was signed into law via the 

Disaster Recovery Reform Act of 2018 (Gaynor, 2019).  This piece of legislation 

followed critical findings and lessons learned from Hurricane Harvey in 2017.  At the 

time of this study, this legislation was newly passed, and although much of its 

administrative strategy is still in draft form, it provides several powerful changes to the 

HMA program.  The largest change is its creation of the Building Resilient Infrastructure 

and Communities (BRIC) program, which will likely replace the Pre-Disaster Mitigation 

grant program.  This change also opens 6% of federal postdisaster grant funding.  Gaynor 

(2019), the current administrator of FEMA, stated, “The BRIC program aims to 

categorically shift the federal focus away from reactive disaster spending and toward 
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research-supported, proactive investment in community resilience” (p. 2).  This paradigm 

shift toward research-supported investment highlights the desire to allocate resources 

more effectively.   

From the formation of FEMA to the many evolutions and policy reforms that 

followed, the function of emergency management and the responsibility to protect people 

and property from adverse natural and man-made hazards have never ceased to be of vital 

importance to the American public.  Foundational to many of these changes were the 

various legislative measures aimed at defining expectations and correcting poor 

performances.  As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, legislation is only part of 

the executive process; however, it possesses strong utility in isolating the expectations of 

a public program.   

Within this review of legislation, several key expectations have been identified.  

First, the activities and outcomes expected of FEMA were defined, namely, to reduce the 

loss of life and property through the use of a comprehensive emergency management 

system, which includes preparedness, protection, response, recovery, and the primary 

focus of this study, the allocation of mitigation activity.   

Next, several expectations were laid out through the chronology of legislation.  At 

its earliest form, the federal government’s emergency management entity was charged 

with providing financial relief for merchants, setting the precedent of federal disaster 

relief grants.  Later, this expectation evolved into allowing states to request this federal 

assistance following the depletion of local and state resources.  Then, focusing on the 

topic of this dissertation, the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) was established, 

which provided an avenue for citizens to have access to flood insurance.  President 
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Carter’s executive order charged FEMA with the responsibility to manage federal 

emergencies and civil defense.  The Stafford Act was a priority shift toward mitigation 

and financial efficiency as it encouraged hazard mitigation measures to reduce losses 

from disasters by providing federal assistance programs for both public and private losses 

sustained in disasters.  The Disaster Mitigation Act established the funding mechanism 

for PDM grants and required grantees to establish mitigation plans, which carefully 

considered and calculated risk, further reinforcing the belief in mitigation action and 

financial efficiencies.   

Later, the Homeland Security Act and Executive Orders 12148 and 12656 created 

DHS, which consolidated several federal entities, including FEMA.  This act designated 

FEMA to remain as the lead agency for the Federal Response Plan, further highlighting 

the public’s trust in FEMA’s outcomes.  The Post-Katrina Emergency Management 

Reform Act established FEMA as a distinct agency within DHS, established FEMA’s 

regional offices, required extensive risk analysis within state mitigation plans to increase 

mitigation efficiency, and increased the authorized percentage of federal contributions for 

a major disaster under the HMGP.  Finally, the Sandy Recovery Improvement Act made 

a direct effort to increase financial efficiencies, and the Disaster Recovery Reform Act 

established the BRIC grant, which opens 6% of federal postdisaster grant funding. 

The collective of these measures expresses a strong intent for federal government 

to possess the ability to provide financial support and relief to wide-ranging incidents that 

exhaust the local and state government’s ability to recover.  While the avenue and extent 

of this federal assistance continues to evolve, it is clear that legislators desire the 

assistance to be proactive and efficient, both financially and strategically.  These 
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expectations served as key measurements for this study’s establishment of resource 

efficiency and outcome effectiveness.   

National Flood Insurance Program  

NFIP was developed in 1968 when Congress passed the National Flood Insurance 

Act.  This program, which now serves as a critical resiliency tool, was conceived out of 

necessity: “During the 1920s, the insurance industry concluded that flood insurance could 

not be a profitable venture because the only people who would want flood coverage 

would be those who lived in floodplains” (FEMA, 2005, p. 56).  Flooding is a very 

difficult hazard for private insurance agencies to cover because structures with enough 

risk to warrant a policy often live in close proximity to one another.  This makes it very 

difficult for insurance agencies to spread the policy coverage and thereby reduce the 

financial risk.  Simply stated, if an insurance agency provides coverage for a coastal 

community and that community experiences a major hurricane, the insurance agency 

would likely go bankrupt trying to pay out all the claims.  The only way for this agency 

to recover some of these funds would be to insure other communities not impacted by the 

disaster.  The additional policy premiums would ideally offset the claims in the impacted 

community.  While this diversity in coverage is difficult to do in the private sector, it is 

exactly what the NFIP was intended to do in the public sector (Frank, 2019).  However, it 

is worth noting that recent advancements in flood studies and technology have increased 

an understanding in risk assessment, which has allowed the private market to grow within 

this sector.   

Underlying the creation of the NFIP was an increasing and unacceptable public 

expense following flooding disasters.  Federal taxes were funding disaster response and 
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recovery operations.  In the case of flooding, this was not an equitable arrangement.  

Those who did not live in flood-prone areas had to fund the expense for those who did, 

often by choice.  Congress found this unacceptable, so in the passing of the National 

Flood Insurance Act, Congress intended to 

transfer the costs of private property flood losses from the taxpayers to floodplain 

property owners through flood insurance premiums, provide floodplain residents 

and property owners with financial aid after floods, guide development away from 

flood hazard areas and require new and substantially improved buildings be 

constructed in ways that would minimize or prevent damage during a flood. 

(FEMA, 2005, p. 56)   

These intentions were aimed at reducing the negative impact on federal taxpayers. 

For this study, it was important to recognize that while the NFIP is structured to 

self-cover its costs by funding all activity with policy premiums, it has failed to do so.  

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the GAO (2020) has investigated this program and has 

broadcasted some stark conclusions: For example, “The NFIP’s premium rates have not 

provided sufficient revenue to pay claims.  As a result, FEMA still owed Treasury $20.5 

billion as of March 2020, despite Congress cancelling $16 billion of debt in 2017” (p. 2).  

This finding suggests that the NFIP remains a financial burden on federal taxpayers, 

which undermines the very reason for its creation.  Given the program’s poor 

performance, and the need for further reform, this study presents an understanding of 

several waste indicators as well as a review of the primary mitigation-funding 

mechanism, the HMA program.   
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Hazard Mitigation Assistance Program  

Federal grants in general exist to address any shortcomings or programmatic 

challenges within federal programs.  They attempt to provide balance and opportunities 

to resolve issues.  According to FEMA’s (2021d) HMA Guidance, “The U.S. Department 

of Homeland Security (DHS) FEMA HMA programs present a critical opportunity to 

reduce the risk to individuals and property from natural hazards, while simultaneously 

reducing reliance on Federal disaster funds” (p. 1).  This program’s intent is just as its 

name suggests, to mitigate against hazards by strategically funding mitigation activity.   

 To best understand the HMA program, it is beneficial to discuss where its funding 

is derived from in the context of the federal budget.  This context allows one to see how 

the program’s efficiency and effectiveness are in the direct interest of U.S. taxpayers.  To 

provide specific examples, this study utilized the federal budget for fiscal year 2020.  The 

annual federal revenue for 2020 was approximately $3.7 trillion.  This revenue is the sum 

of U.S. payroll tax, U.S. income tax, and U.S. corporate income tax.  This annual revenue 

makes up the majority of the U.S. annual budget of $4.7 trillion.  The $4.7 trillion 

represent the collective interest of U.S. taxpayers and is what the federal government 

utilizes to meet the cost for all its programs and services.  The U.S. budget is then divided 

into two fund categories: mandatory and discretionary.  Because HMA and all of 

FEMA’s funding fall within discretionary funding, this study avoids discussing 

mandatory spending, but it is worth noting that mandatory spending accounts for 

approximately two thirds of the federal budget.   

 Within the discretionary funds, DHS received $51.7 billion.  FEMA, a single 

agency within DHS, received $28.5 billion (DHS, 2020).  The NFIP was allocated 
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$4.9 billion to include nearly $3.8 billion to its National Flood Insurance Fund (NFIF; 

DHS, 2020).  The NFIF is a premium and fee-generated fund that supports the NFIP.  

This fund is designed to be largely self-funded through the collection of policy premiums, 

federal policy fees, and assessments and surcharges on NFIP policies.  However, this 

fund, which exists within the NFIP, continues to receive billions in annual mandatory 

fees despite owing the U.S. Treasury Department $20.5 billion.  In comparison, as noted 

within the FY 2021 Budget,  

As presently structured, the program is unable to pay this debt back in full.  The 

program has paid over $4.6B in interest to the Treasury on NFIP debt since 

Hurricane Katrina in 2005 and continues to pay over $400M per year in interest 

on the borrowed funds. (DHS, 2020, p. 360)   

This is a very problematic situation when viewed from the interest of taxpayers.  The 

Disaster Relief Fund accounts for the other $19.5 billion in funding (DHS, 2020).  This 

fund is authorized by the Stafford Act and serves as the primary source of FEMA’s 

planning, response, recovery, and mitigation funding.  This fund is also the funding 

source for the disaster grants within the HMA program, which is expanded upon later in 

this chapter. 

HMA Considerations and Application Process 

There are several conditions to the application process for HMA grants.  The first 

condition for applicants and subapplicants is the need for a preestablished Hazard 

Mitigation Plan.  This plan should “identify hazards and assess risk to develop wide-

ranging hazard mitigation measures” (FEMA, 2021d, p. 24).  All participating 

communities should continue to explore and develop projects that can be submitted once 
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they are declared eligible for funding.  Once a project is submitted to the applicant (often 

the state emergency management component such as the Texas Department of 

Emergency Management), the applicant will decide which projects will be awarded based 

on preestablished priorities.  

Another condition, which is discussed further in the cost effectiveness versus 

benefit cost analysis section, is a project’s need to be cost effective.  Both the state and 

FEMA will evaluate a project’s cost effectiveness prior to its award.  Finally, another 

condition worth noting for HMA project application is its ability to provide a long-term 

or permanent solution.  It is widely acknowledged within the profession that these 

conditions exist to prevent any waste of grant dollars and ensure that each individual 

project is deemed cost effective.  Yet, while these conditions ensure that each project is 

both cost and technically effective, they focus too heavily on the microlevel at the sake of 

macrolevel analysis, which would compare project allocation on a multijurisdictional or 

even multistate level.   

While all HMA grant programs share the similar goal of reducing risk, they are 

not all the same and have unique aspects worth further exploring.  HMA is composed of 

three grant programs: the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP), the Flood 

Mitigation Assistance (FMA) Program, and the Pre-Disaster Mitigation Program (PDM; 

see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 

Overall Project Cycle 

 

Note. This figure illustrates the life cycle of an HMA project, distinguishing steps that can be 

accomplished prior to grant availability. From Hazard Mitigation Assistance Grants, by FEMA, 

2021d, p. 24, U.S. Department of Homeland Security (https://www.fema.gov/grants/mitigation).  

 

 

Hazard Mitigation Grant Program  

The HMGP is considered a disaster grant, which means its availability and the 

extent of its funding rely on a community’s standing within a presidentially declared 

disaster.  After a disaster, such as a hurricane strikes, preliminary damage assessments are 

conducted to assess the extent and location of damages.  Depending on how severe the 

impact is on a community, it will or will not be included within the declaration.  Once a 

disaster had been presidentially declared as a major disaster, the HMGP is made 

available.  These communities can then become subapplicants enabling them to submit 

project requests to the state, which serves as the applicant for the HMGP funding.  The 

amount of funding depends on the total amount of federal assistance provided in response 

to the qualifying disaster.  There is a sliding scale that determines the maximum amount 
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of HMGP dollars based upon this total assistance.  According to Homeland Security 

Emergency Management (2019),  

The formula provides for up to 15 percent of the first $2 billion of estimated 

aggregate amounts of disaster assistance, up to 10 percent for amounts between 

$2 billion and $10 billion, and up to 7.5 percent for amounts between $10 billion 

and $35.333 billion. (p. 4)  

For example, a disaster with a total amount of disaster assistance of $2 billion would be 

eligible to receive up to $300 million in HMGP funding.   

Grants from the HMGP are often the largest funding source for mitigation 

projects and do not possess the NFIP policy requirement seen with FMA grants.  

However, this grant program is not limited to the flood hazard and can be used to fund 

any project that meets the eligibility requirements.  To be eligible, a project must  

(1) Be in conformance with the State Mitigation Plan and Local Mitigation 

(2) Have a beneficial impact upon the designated disaster area, whether or not 

located in the designated area 

(3) Be in conformance with 44 CFR part 9, Floodplain Management and 

protection of Wetlands, and 44 CFR part 10, Environmental Considerations 

(4) Solve a problem independently or constitute a functional portion of a solution 

where there is assurance that the project as a whole will be completed.  Projects 

that merely identify or analyze hazards or problems are not eligible. 

(5) Be cost-effective and substantially reduce the risk of future damage, hardship, 

loss, or suffering resulting from a major disaster (OFR, NARA, 2013, p. 510). 
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While these requirements guide the usefulness of a project from an all-hazards 

perspective, they do not ensure that the project addresses the hazard that made the funds 

available.  There is no requirement that the grant be applied to the initiating hazard.  

Therefore, hypothetically, a community could be impacted by a hurricane causing 

extensive flood damages across the community, but rather than submit a project to 

elevate or relocate flood-prone structures, the community could submit a project to install 

tornado sirens or safe rooms.  This freedom of project selection is problematic 

considering the state of the NFIP and the burden its debt places on taxpayers.   

Flood Mitigation Program  

The Flood Mitigation Program, also known as FMA Program, is a grant program 

within the greater HMA program.  This grant program is considered a nondisaster grant 

program because it is not reliant on a disaster declaration as a prerequisite to the funding.  

The FMA program 

is a competitive grant program that provides funding to states, local communities, 

federally recognized tribes and territories.  Funds can be used for projects that 

reduce or eliminate the risk of repetitive flood damage to buildings insured by the 

National Flood Insurance Program. (FEMA, 2021c, para. 1)   

The designation of a competitive grant program means that projects and applicants 

compete for a finite amount of funding.  That is to say that while a project or applicant 

might meet each of the qualifications, they might not be selected over other projects or 

applicants.   

This grant program is unique in the aspect that all projects require the presence of 

an active NFIP policy.  This grant program is the most aligned with the interest of the 
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NFIP and prioritizes projects that represent a liability to the NFIP.  This is not surprising 

because the funding for this grant is derived from the NFIF, as described previously in 

this chapter.  During each funding cycle, the administrator of FEMA will allocate the 

available funds for FMA.  According to the OFR, NARA (2013),  

The total amount of FMA Project Grant funds provided during any 5-year period 

will not exceed $10,000,000 to any State or $3,300,000 to any community.  The 

total amount of Project Grant funds provided to any State, including all 

communities located in the State will not exceed $20,000,000 during any 5-year 

period. (p. 377)  

When analyzed from the community perspective, this grant program is quite limited in its 

funding ability when compared to other HMA grants.  For example, while the FY 2020 

Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) for FMA grants was $200 million, the maximum 

a single community could receive over a 5-year period was $3.3 million.   

 Another important aspect to this grant worth discussing is the reduced cost share 

for certain projects.  Just like the other HMA grants, the general cost share for FMA 

projects is 75%–25%.  That is to say that while the community would have to pay for 

25% of the project’s expenses, FEMA would reimburse 75% of those costs.  However, 

for certain eligible projects, this cost share is reduced.  According to FEMA (2020),  

For each severe repetitive loss structure, FEMA may contribute either: (i) Up to 

100 percent of all eligible costs if the activities are technically feasible and cost 

effective; or (ii) Up to the amount of the expected savings to the NFIP for 

acquisition or relocation activities; (2) For repetitive loss structures, FEMA may 

contribute up to 90 percent of the eligible costs. (p. 53504)  
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This reduction in cost share illustrates the program’s recognition of these structures being 

financial liabilities and emphasizes the NFIP’s desire to reduce them.   

Pre-Disaster Mitigation  

 At the time of this study, the PDM grant had been replaced with a new grant 

known as the BRIC grant.  This change occurred as a result of the Disaster Recovery 

Reform Act of 2018.  The first funding opportunity under this new grant was released in 

September of 2020.  However, because this study was limited to grant allocation between 

the years 2000 and 2017, the BRIC program was not included.  Although the PDM grant 

has since been reformed, it was used to analyze grant allocation for this study.   

 The PDM grant, as its name suggests, is a nondisaster grant aimed at providing a 

funding mechanism to mitigate communities prior to the impact of a disaster.  According 

to the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000, the purpose of the PDM grant is to  

implement pre-disaster hazard mitigation measures that are cost-effective and are 

described in proposals approved by the President under this section; and (B) may 

be used—(i) to support effective public-private natural disaster hazard mitigation 

partnerships; (ii) to improve the assessment of a community’s vulnerability to 

natural hazards; or (iii) to establish hazard mitigation priorities, and an 

appropriate hazard mitigation plan, for a community. (§ 1554)  

While the scope of eligible projects under this grant program is quite broad, one of the 

major limiting factors is the qualifications for its subapplicants.  

 This grant was intended to provide assistance to small, impoverished communities 

that lack the financial and technical resources to protect their property and residents from 
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natural hazards.  The intent is for governors to identify these communities and request 

assistance from the president.  Title 42 of the Code of Federal Regulations states,  

Minimum and maximum amounts in providing financial assistance under this 

section, the President shall ensure that the amount of financial assistance made 

available to a State (including amounts made available to local governments of 

the State) for a fiscal year—(A) is not less than the lesser of—(i) $575,000; or (ii) 

the amount that is equal to 1 percent of the total funds appropriated to carry out 

this section for the fiscal year; and (B) does not exceed the amount that is equal to 

15 percent of the total funds appropriated to carry out this section for the fiscal 

year. (OFR, NARA, 2019, p. 5804)   

As an example, in the FY 2019, the PDM received $250 million in funding (Federal 

Insurance and Mitigation Administration [FIMA], 2019). 

Like the other grants within the HMA program, the typical federal cost share rate 

is 75%–25%; however, the president may contribute up to 90% of the total cost of a 

mitigation activity carried out in a small, impoverished community (FIMA, 2019).  While 

it is widely accepted within the profession that this grant is intended to address some of 

the equity challenges in grant allocation, it is also clear that it has the most limited 

funding ability.  For example, the following guidelines laid out by FIMA (2019) show 

how little a subapplicant can receive when compared to the HMGP and FMA Program 

allowances:  

The maximum federal share for PDM subapplications is as follows:  

• $4 million for mitigation projects  
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• $200,000 per applicant for Advance Assistance activities, such as project 

scoping 

• $10 million for Resilient Infrastructure projects 

• $400,000 for new mitigation plans consistent with 44 CFR Part 201 

• $300,000 for state/territorial and multi-jurisdictional local or tribal mitigation 

plan updates consistent with 44 CFR Part 201 

• $150,000 for single jurisdiction local or tribal mitigation plan updates consistent 

with 44 CFR Part 201 

• 10 percent of plan and project sub applications for information dissemination 

activities, including public awareness and education (brochures, workshops, 

videos, etc.) related to a proposed planning or project activity (p. 1). 

In review, the PDM has two primary advantages to its structure.  First, it encourages 

mitigation activity prior to the impact of a disaster.  This practice channels the very 

purpose of mitigation by avoiding or minimizing future damages.  Second, the grants 

focus on areas that are otherwise financially unable to assist themselves, which advances 

FEMA’s mission of helping people before disasters and displays an attention to equity, a 

foundational element of a functioning public administration.  However, despite the 

program’s advantages, the reduced-funding ability (as compared to the HMGP and FMA 

grants) results in limited positive outcome.   

Waste Indicators  

 To establish the efficiency and effectiveness of a grant allocation, it is important 

to determine indicators of damages and liability, which the grant should, in an ideal state, 

seek to mitigate.  Because of the unpredictable and sporadic nature of a natural disaster, 
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the ability to identify indicators of waste becomes critical, especially if the analysis in not 

limited to a single disaster or snapshot in time.  Although other indicators exist, two of 

the most informative are repetitive loss structures and historical damages.   

Repetitive Loss Structures 

Within the NFIP there exists a subset of structures referred to as repetitive loss 

and severe repetitive loss structures.  These structures represent buildings that have 

sustained multiple flood losses and are considered to be a greater liability than other 

structures participating in the program.  Each subset has a very specific definition and is 

defined within the Code of Federal Regulations 44: 

Repetitive Loss Structure: a structure covered by a contract for flood insurance 

under the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) that has incurred flood-

related damage on two occasions during a 10-year period, each resulting in at 

least a $1000 claim payment. (OFR, NARA, 2013, p. 523) 

Severe Repetitive Loss Structures: Severe Repetitive Loss Properties are 

defined as single or multifamily residential properties that are covered under an 

NFIP flood insurance policy and: (1) That have incurred flood-related damage for 

which 4 or more separate claims payments have been made, with the amount of 

each claim (including building and contents payments) exceeding $5,000, and 

with the cumulative amount of such claims payments exceeding $20,000; or (2) 

For which at least 2 separate claims payments (building payments only) have been 

made under such coverage, with cumulative amount of such claims exceeding the 

market value of the building. (3) In both instances, at least 2 of the claims must be 
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within 10 years of each other, and claims made within 10 days of each other will 

be counted as 1 claim. (OFR, NARA, 2013, p. 340) 

Once a structure sustains flood losses in a manner that satisfies the conditions within 

these definitions, they are labeled a repetitive loss structure.  This label has several 

consequences.  The greatest consequence is the dramatic increase in their policy 

premium.  This action is taken to reduce the financial burden on the NFIP.  However, 

instances have shown that despite increasing the premium, the NFIP can still spend 

substantial amounts of money on future claims, failing to turn profit, or even break even.  

These repetitive loss structures represent a significant threat to the well-being of the 

NFIP.  In fact, according to R. Simon (2017), 

Homes and other properties with repetitive flood losses account for just 2% of the 

roughly 1.5 million properties that currently have flood insurance, according to 

government estimates.  But such properties have accounted for about 30% of 

flood claims paid over the program’s history. (p. 1)   

To put this phenomenon into perspective, R. Simon cited a single structure valued at 

approximately $600,000 that has flooded 22 times since 1979 and has cost the NFIP more 

than $1.8 million alone.   

 Because of their high degree of liability to the NFIP, repetitive loss structures are 

ideal candidates for mitigation efforts.  Proper mitigation action will decrease their flood 

risk and lower their chance at continuing flood loss, thereby saving the NFIP significant 

money.  Because these structures represent such a financial burden on the program, and 

thereby taxpayers, this study utilized them as one of the measures of allocative efficiency.   
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NFIP Claims (Historical Cumulative Damage) 

 In addition to repetitive loss structures, the NFIP must sustain the impacts of 

frequent flooding on high-risk areas in the form of traditional claims.  As with any 

insurance model, when policy holders file a valid claim, the NFIP must pay the agreed-

upon figure.  While individual claims do not necessarily represent a significant threat to 

the program’s well-being, cumulative claims in an area may overwhelm the program.  As 

seen with major flooding events, such as hurricanes and tropical storms, when thousands 

of claims are filed within a short amount of time, the NFIP may not have the reserves to 

effectively pay:   

Historically, payments on claims and other expenses have exceeded receipts from 

premiums.  Because the NFIP’s claim payments are mandated by law, the NFIP is 

authorized to borrow money from the U.S. Treasury when premium receipts do 

not cover its costs.  While the NFIP’s shortfalls cannot be attributed to any single 

incident, the program borrowed significantly in the aftermath of Hurricanes 

Katrina in 2005 and Sandy in 2012.  In 2017, it reached its borrowing cap of 

$30.5 billion, at which point the Congress canceled $16 billion so that the NFIP 

could borrow in response to Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria.  Currently, the 

NFIP has an accumulated debt of $20.5 billion. (Peter G. Peterson Foundation, 

2020, para. 1)   

Therefore, areas with high numbers of historical claims represent an increased threat to 

the NFIP and to the federal budget.  This study utilized claim history to better understand 

which communities possess an enhanced threat to the program and taxpayer’s interest.   
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Efficiency and Effectiveness Theory 

Utilitarianism 

As with any evaluation on an action’s effectiveness, there must first be designated 

conditions that apply value to the outcome of the action, yet below these conditions lies a 

moral construct, which sets the ethical rules that dictate which behaviors are desirable 

and which are not.  This moral construct is open to subjectivity based on an individual’s 

worldview and moral beliefs.  Blackburn (2001) described this in terms of relativism, 

stating “the rules may be made by different people at different times” (p. 19).  Blackburn 

suggested, “In which case it seems to follow that there is no one truth.  There are only the 

different truths of different communities” (p. 19).  With this acknowledged, this study 

followed the example of Groeneveld (2020) and assumed a utilitarian and 

consequentialist frame.  This assumption, although subjective, sets a moral foundation 

and allows the construction of rules of value.  These rules can then be used to evaluate 

the effectiveness and efficiency of federal grant allocation.  To establish this assumption, 

it is necessary to review the concept of utilitarianism, and more specifically outcome 

utilitarianism.  This review includes consequentialism and finally rule consequentialism.   

Utilitarianism and Consequentialism 

Utilitarianism is an ethical theory based on a consequentialist approach that 

supports action that produces the greatest amount of good for the greatest number of 

people.  The theory originated from the works of Jeremy Bentham and his student John 

Stewart Mill in the 19th century.  This theory is based on the notion that pleasure is good 

and pain is bad.  This is also known as the principle of utility.  Bentham (1790) 

explained, “According to the principle of utility in every branch of the art of legislation, 
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the object or end in view should be the production of the maximum of happiness in a 

given time in the community in question” (p. 1).  Although utilitarianism has received 

sufficient criticism, claiming it is self-indulgent or pleasure seeking.  Mill (2001) 

defended the theory by pointing out that it is not individual happiness that guides the 

decision-making but the happiness of everyone (the community).  From the lens of public 

administration, the desired pleasure, or good, is not based on an individual but rather the 

community.  Because this study explored the allocation of federal grants, the community 

in reference is the collective U.S. citizens or perhaps more specifically U.S. taxpayers.  

Additionally, because the U.S. Congress is composed of elected representatives of these 

people, the mission and objectives they have produced through statutes represent the 

values and define pleasure or good.  This study referred to this community pleasure or 

good as public utility.   

Utilitarianism can be further categorized into two separate subcategories, namely, 

act utilitarianism and outcome utilitarianism.  Act utilitarianism suggests that the 

available actions in a given situation should be analyzed to determine which action would 

produce the most net utility.  This action would then be considered the most appropriate 

and most moral decision.  Hunter (1994) added an important distinction to this definition 

when he stated that the utility is expected utility as opposed to actual utility.  This 

concept of expected utility arises from the critique that, many times, one cannot be 

certain of the true outcome of the action; therefore, their judgement on the net utility is 

expected, not actual.  Feldman (2006) noted that many philosophers support this 

distinction and “move toward expected utility in order to defend utilitarianism against the 

impracticality objection” (p. 50).  That is to say that act utilitarianism in its classic form is 
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not action guiding because of the inability for one to definitively know which alternative 

would produce the most net utility because of unforeseen factors and elements of chance.  

This approach would suggest that grant allocators should first assess every available 

option and release money only when a project distinguishes itself as the absolute most 

valid.  Although there may be merit to this approach, the flood hazard is likely much too 

complex and dynamic to reasonably accommodate the level of analysis that would have 

to go into this allocative philosophy.  However, by replacing actual utility with expected 

utility, this theory becomes more resilient and more actionable.  

Different from act utilitarianism is outcome utilitarianism in which the action 

itself is not judged but rather the outcome it produces is judged, or to say it differently, 

the outcome justifies the morality of the means.  For instance, if one is faced with two 

alternatives, and a person believes, based on the information the person has at that point 

in time that Option A will produce the most net utility, act utilitarianism would morally 

support this action.  However, assume another individual when faced with the same 

decision chose Option B, and surprisingly, it produced more net utility for reasons 

unknown at the time of decision.  This individual experienced a better outcome, 

therefore, making it the more morally correct choice according to outcome utilitarianism.  

In this scenario, outcome utilitarianism would say Option B is the more moral choice 

whereas act utilitarianism would say Option A is the more moral choice.  However, as 

much criticism that act utilitarianism receives for its lack of actionability, outcome 

utilitarianism is often even less action guiding because it is very difficult to understand a 

problem so completely as to know what will lead to the best outcome (Sen, 1979).  This 

is particularly true in complex problems within the realm of public administration and 
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more specifically floodplain management.  Yet, this theory still provides support to the 

idea that an action, program, or allocation can ultimately be judged based upon its 

effectiveness.   

Perhaps one of the more valid and problematic criticisms of utilitarianism and 

consequentialism is the lack of bounds on an agent’s actions in the attempt to create the 

best outcome.  That is to say, an agent seeking a more moral outcome could theoretically 

engage in an immoral action to achieve it.  Rule consequentialism addresses this issue.  

Rule consequentialism is a form of indirect consequentialism that invokes a set of 

rules to guide or even constrain the agent.  Kahn (2013) and Harrod (1936) expressed that 

the morality of an action rests within its conformity with rules, which leads to good 

results.  Kahn (2013) referred to these rules as the “ideal code” (p. 221).  The ideal code 

serves as a set of parameters established by the impacted community that limits the 

actions available to the agent or in the case of this study the public administrator 

allocating the grants.  Because this scenario is based on federal grant allocation within the 

United States, one could argue that the ideal code is already established through Congress 

and existing statute and regulations.  However, when applying this theory to the specifics 

of grant allocation in floodplain management, there is a need to further refine the ideal 

code.   

Based on a rule consequentialism approach, the following rules or ideal code 

should be included to evaluate the morality or effectiveness of HMA flood project 

allocation:  

1. FEMA should allocate resources to repetitive loss structures that drain program 

revenue and therefore bring down public utility (sum of individual utility). 
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2. FEMA must allocate resources to socially vulnerable communities to maximize 

the effect to individual utility. 

3. FEMA should not allocate resources to communities or areas that have not 

experienced historical damages related to the hazard that made the funds 

available.  

If FEMA ignores Rule 1 in pursuit of Rule 2, it risks draining the program of its validity 

and places further burden on public utility, and taxpayers continue to foot the bill of those 

who chose to live in hazardous areas; additionally, if the program is financially run dry, 

FEMA forfeits its capacity to help the public in other domains. 

Conversely, if FEMA ignores Rule 2 in pursuit of Rule 1, entire populations are 

left out of assistance, forfeiting the legitimacy of the program and agency, and FEMA 

(n.d.) risks failing to meet its core mission: “To help people before, during, and after a 

disaster” (p. 6).  Therefore, this study’s efficiency matrix is comprised of the following 

rules, which are used to draw conclusions on the achieved utility of the allocations:  

• An allocation within Rule 1 not only is moral and effective but also is necessary 

as is an allocation within Rule 2. 

• Additionally, one can conclude that an allocation outside of Rules 1 and 2 is 

inappropriate and represents true allocative waste and abuses the program, 

agency, and public trust. 

Finally, it is worth noting for the sake of future studies that Rule 1 can be 

considered the health of the program, and Rule 2 can be considered the impact of the 

program.  With that established, there perhaps exists an ideal distribution rate between 
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Rule 1 and Rule 2 that would naturally favor more allocation toward Rule 1 in the 

immediate term and move more toward Rule 2 in the long term.   

Examination of Efficiency  

Now that an ethical lens has been established in which efficiency can be 

measured, an exploration of the various interpretations and definitions of efficiency must 

be explored.  Manzoor (2014) and Rutgers and van der Meer (2010) argued that within 

the context of public administration, there exist two primary schools of thought, namely, 

technical efficiency and allocative efficiency, the latter sometimes referred to as multi-

value-based goals efficiency.   

Technical Efficiency 

Technical efficiency is a term used to describe perhaps the most common 

understanding of the concept efficiency.  Technical efficiency describes the ratio of input 

to output with the goal of producing the most output with the least input.  H. Simon 

(1976) stated, “To be efficient simply means to take the shortest path, the cheapest 

means, toward attainment of the desired goals … the attainment of maximum values with 

limited means … the ratio between input and output” (pp. 14, 65, 180).  This definition 

and this concept of efficiency is most often seen in the private sector where profit is the 

ruling factor in most business decisions, especially concerning resource allocation.  This 

application of efficiency is more likely to generate healthier, more sustainable programs 

that are less likely to produce waste or generate debt.  However, this application of 

efficiency does not often translate well into the public sector where profit is rarely viewed 

as the primary goal.  Instead, a more complex definition is needed.   
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Allocative Efficiency (Multi-Value-Based Goal Efficiency) 

 Allocative or multi-value-based goal efficiency is concerned with an additional 

layer of desired output.  Efficiency in the public sector has two primary distinctions.  The 

first is the amount of input or resources it can provide into a given problem.  Because 

public organizations operate on strict budgets that are not as easily altered as in the 

private sector, there is more emphasis on the word limited in the term limited resources.  

It is this limitation that calls for a definition like the one provided by Wilson (1989): 

“Obtaining the greatest output for a given level of resources” (p. 314).  While this 

definition offers a similar stance on the ratio of input to output, it specifically addresses a 

set level of the input variable.   

Waldo (1984) perhaps offered the most appropriate definition of efficiency when 

he stated, “The efficiency of administration is measured by the ratio of the effects 

actually obtained with the available resources to the maximum effects possible with the 

available resources” (p. 191).  The major distinction in this definition is the introduction 

of outcome over output.  This distinction introduces a new variable into the efficiency 

discussion that is extremely important to public sector programs’ actual outcome.  

Because public sector programs are not designed solely to generate profit, they are 

formed and funded to achieve some other set of goals.  However, as they aim to achieve 

these goals, they are expected to steward the taxpayer’s money and to achieve this goal in 

the most cost-effective means.  As one examines a program such as FEMA’s (2021d) 

HMA, the intended goal or outcome of the program is to mitigate hazards to the greatest 

extend possible given a limited value of funding.  This program can effectively spend its 

entire budget mitigating structures.  However, if it fails to mitigate the structures with the 
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most risk, is it accomplishing its original goal?  In this case, the program efficiently 

achieved an output but failed to achieve the desired outcome.  This additional variable 

adds a complexity to efficiency that must be addressed within the public sector.   

Cost Effectiveness  

It is important to recognize that cost effectiveness is not foreign to FEMA or the 

HMA program.  In fact, HMA project approval requires analysis proving the cost-benefit 

ratio of a project upon submittal.  If a project is found to cost more than the benefit 

gained, it is not accepted.  According to FEMA (2021d), “Mitigation activities are 

required by statute and regulation to be cost effective or be in the interest of the NFIP” 

(p. 32).  This requirement satisfies one of the components to the definition of efficiency.  

It establishes that all projects will have a net benefit to the allocation of funds.  Every 

project awarded will move the needle in the right direction.  However, this stops short of 

addressing all the concerns with efficiency.  Given the limited resource nature of the 

problem, it is not enough to say a project is beneficial, as opposed to the most beneficial.   

To establish that a project is the most beneficial, or at least closer to that mark, the 

following rules or ideal code previously established within this chapter must be revisited:   

1. FEMA should allocate resources to repetitive loss structures that drain program 

revenue and therefore bring down public utility (sum of individual utility). 

2. FEMA must allocate resources to socially vulnerable communities to maximize 

the effect to individual utility. 

3. FEMA should not allocate resources to communities or areas that have not 

experienced historical damages related to the hazard that made the funds 

available.  
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These rules are applied to a list of possible community characteristics to illustrate the 

appropriateness of a potential allocation (see Table 1). 

 
Table 1 

Appropriateness of Allocation by Community Characteristics 

Community  

characteristics 

(+) HMA 

allocation 

(0) HMA 

allocation 

(0) Repetitive loss ✕ ✓ 

(0) Historical damages ✕ ✓ 

(0) Repetitive loss and 0 historical damages ✕ ✓ 

(+) Repetitive loss ✓ ✕ 

(+) Historical damages ✓ ✕ 

(+) Repetitive loss and (+) historical damages ✓ ✕ 

Note. HMA = Hazard Mitigation Assistance. 

 

 

If a project is cost effective, which all awarded projects should be, then as long as it is 

allocated to meet these rules, it should be considered cost effective and appropriate within 

a limited resource perspective.   

Equity  

Largely accepted as a pillar of public administration field is the concept of equity.  

Equity, which was first mentioned in application to public administration by Woodrow 

Wilson in 1887, refers mainly to the notion that public good or service should be 

distributed equally among the population.  Frederickson (2010) discussed the concept of 

equal distribution when he offered the following question: “Does a school board 

distribute its funds equitably to schools and to the school children in its jurisdiction, and 

if not, is inequity in the direction of the advantaged or disadvantaged?” (p. 13).  This idea 

that funds should be distributed either impartial to a population’s substatus or in favor of 
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those disadvantaged is, as Frederickson stated, a notion of “new” public administration 

(p. 12), suggesting that equity is a newer concept.  While the concept of equity may be 

new in relation to the age of governance, it is widely accepted within public 

administration literature today.   

It becomes important to examine equity whenever public goods or services are 

allocated at the discretion of a federal agency.  In the event a population or a community 

is being underserved because of its demographics or social status, it would be critical to 

identify and address this inequity.  Evidence of the political nature of disaster 

declarations and disaster funding have been found in several studies.  Though it is 

unlikely any public administrators would purposely refuse public goods and services to a 

population based on social class, race, gender, or other demographics, it is possible 

political moral hazards are causing this to occur as a second order effect.   

Husted and Nickerson (2014) conducted a study that examined expenditure and 

approval data from FEMA between 1969 and 2005 and found “executive decisions to 

grant disaster declarations and the conditional amount of aid allocated are affected by 

political incentives” (p. 1).  Specifically, they found “an incumbent president is more 

likely to grant disaster declarations when facing reelection, particularly in states with a 

larger number of electoral votes and in states with a governor from the same political 

party as the president” (Husted & Nickerson, 2014, p. 2).  This finding has a potentially 

profound effect in the domain of grant allocation.  Because many grant programs within 

the greater HMA program receive funding as a direct consequence and extent of disaster 

declarations, this could greatly affect the amount of money available as well as who is 

eligible to apply for the money.   
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This phenomenon is further supported by the work of Garrett and Sobel (2003) 

who conducted a study in which they assessed FEMA disaster declarations and funding 

awards between 1991 and 1999 and assessed whether there were political influences at 

play.  They found “evidence that those states politically important to the president have 

higher rates of disaster declaration” and “strong evidence that once a disaster is declared, 

disaster expenditures are higher in those states having congressional representation on 

FEMA oversight subcommittees” (Garrett & Sobel, 2003, p. 508).  In the context of 

equity, this phenomenon is problematic. 

Although there is enough evidence to warrant a careful and thorough examination 

of equity within disaster declaration and funding, this study took a much broader 

examination of federal allocation and spatially explored equity through the lens of social 

vulnerability.  More specifically, utilizing a metric from the Center for Disease Control 

and Prevention’s (CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI), estimated income per capita, 

the study explored equity from a community wealth perspective.  The CDC’s SVI utilizes 

15 metrics to estimate the overall vulnerability of a community.  This is broken down into 

four smaller vulnerability categories: housing type and transportation, minority status and 

language, household composition and disability, and socioeconomic status.  Within the 

socioeconomic status, Category 1 of the metrics is estimated income per capita.  This 

metric was utilized to examine equity of allocation.    
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

Purpose Statement 

The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship the federal Hazard 

Mitigation Assistance (HMA) grant allocation has with the National Flood Insurance 

Program (NFIP) and the various elements closely associated with efficient spending 

(efficiency), estimated income per capita (equity), and historical damages and number of 

repetitive loss properties (effectiveness) by identifying the presence or absence of 

correlations.   

Research Questions 

1. Is there a correlation between HMA projects and cumulative historical disaster 

damages (as informed by NFIP claims) associated with flooding? 

H0: A community’s cumulative flood damage does not affect the amount of HMA 

funding they receive, r = 0. 

H1: A community’s cumulative flood damage impacts the amount of HMA 

funding they receive, r ≠ 0. 

2. Is there a correlation between HMA projects and the number of NFIP repetitive 

loss and severe repetitive loss properties within a community? 

H0: A community’s number of repetitive loss properties does not affect the 

amount of HMA funding they receive, r = 0. 

H1: A community’s number of repetitive loss properties impacts the amount of 

HMA funding they receive, r ≠ 0. 
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3. Is there a correlation between HMA projects and the estimated income per capita 

of a community? 

H0: A community’s estimated income per capita does not affect the amount of 

HMA funding they receive, r = 0. 

H1: A community’s estimated income per capita impacts the amount of HMA 

funding they receive, r ≠ 0. 

Research Design 

Although limited resource allocation is not a new or unexplored subject, when it 

is applied within the public sector, it becomes more complex because of the additional 

elements of efficiency, effectiveness, and equity.  Further complicating the allocation is 

the magnitude of damages that need to be mitigated.  According to GAO (2021),  

Since 2005, federal funding for disaster assistance has totaled at least $460 

billion, which consists of obligations for disaster assistance from 2005 through 

2014 totaling about $278 billion and selected appropriations for disaster 

assistance from 2015 through 2019 totaling $183 billion.  These costs are 

projected to increase as certain extreme weather events become more frequent and 

intense due to climate change. (p. 1)   

To address this growing financial demand, FEMA has “set targets to increase investment 

in mitigation and set a target to invest $2.4 billion dollars in hazard mitigation in fiscal 

year 2021” (GAO, 2021, p. 2).  Yet, this problem remains more complex than simply 

applying more funding toward the issues; it is the combination of what is funded and 

where it is funded.   
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Maximizing the efficiency of federal grant allocation could be described as a 

wicked problem.  Federal grant allocation is a problem that requires an extensive 

knowledge of multiple systems and programs.  Rittel and Webber (1973) presented 

wicked problems as  

distinguished from problems in the natural sciences, which are definable and 

separable and may have solutions that are findable, [whereas] the problems of 

governmental planning—and especially those of social or policy planning—are 

ill-defined; and they rely upon elusive political judgment for resolution. (p. 160) 

To effectively understand and later improve efficient grant allocation, research must be 

conducted in a manner conducive to exploring the relationship between the dependent 

and independent variables within the grant allocation process.   

This study was designed to utilize a quantitative method to explore the 

relationship between the allocation of the dependent variable (HMA dollars allocated) 

and the independent variables (estimated income per capita, historical damages, and the 

number of repetitive loss properties) of a community.  By examining areas within 

FEMA’s Region 6, a quantitative exploration provided a more complete understanding of 

current and historical allocative trends.  This analysis represented an early step in 

understanding where adjustments might take place to increase the efficiency and 

effectiveness of federal mitigation funds.   

Population  

This study examined a population consisting of and limited to a national 

collective of communities that have elected to participate in the NFIP.  In 2017, a report 

published by the Community Rating System, a program that provides discounted 
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premiums within the NFIP for specific higher floodplain management standards, 

estimated that more than 22,000 communities participate in the NFIP (FEMA, 2021a).  

However, because this study explored the relationships these communities have with the 

allocation of HMA grants, this population must be further refined.  Because the Hazard 

Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) makes up a large portion of the overall HMA grants, 

and HMGP grants are only available to select communities following a presidentially 

declared disaster, the population of this study was reduced to communities that both 

participated in the NFIP and have sustained a presidentially declared disaster (also called 

major disaster declaration).   

Finally, because the NFIP concentrates specifically on flooding, and the HMA 

program addresses other natural hazards as well, the population for this study was limited 

to communities that sustained a major declared disaster that involved a flooding element.  

This is distinguished with a FEMA label titled “incident type.”  For this study the 

population should include the following incident types: flood, hurricane, typhoon, 

tropical storm, coastal storm, dam/levee break, severe storm, and tsunami.   

Sample 

This study sampled communities that participated in the NFIP, were located 

within FEMA’s Region 6, and had sustained a flood-related, incident-typed, major 

disaster between 2000 and 2017.  This study focused on communities within the 

geographic boundaries of FEMA’s Region 6, which include the states of Arkansas, 

Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas.  This reduction in sample size brought 

the study to a much more manageable scale while continuing to focus on one of the most 

flood-impacted region in the nation.  Additionally, as a result of policy changes in which 
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previous decades may no longer have data or policy protocols relevant to current 

measures, this study limited the date range to the most recent 2 decades of reported 

information.  As a result, communities that met the requirements of the study but whose 

last flooding incident occurred more than 20 years ago were not included in the 

exploration of this dissertation. 

Finally, recent HMA projects can remain pending or unfinished for several years; 

therefore, exploring or attempting to identify, analyze, report, or include any data after 

2017 not only would compromise the validity and potential reliability of the study but 

also would compromise the generalizability that may result from the findings of the 

study.  As a result, data after 2017, with multiple unknown variables, were not included 

in this study.  For this study, sample population collection communities were NFIP 

participating communities located within FEMA’s Region 6 and had sustained a flood-

related, incident-typed, major disaster between 2000 and 2017.  

Instrumentation 

One of the primary challenges in preparing the data for analysis was to properly 

aggregate and categorize it.  This study collected data from various departments and 

agencies and categorized them to the correlating community.  One of the primary 

instruments in achieving this was the use of community identification numbers.  These 

numbers are a unique identification number utilized by NFIP to track participating 

communities.  These numbers act as the key for pairing and assigning the proper values 

to the various communities.  Utilizing IBM’s Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 

(SPSS) software, this study conducted several correlation analyses.   
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Data Collection 

Data were collected from two federal entities, FEMA and the U.S. Census Bureau 

(USCB).  Within FEMA, the data are housed in various programs.  This study collected 

data from NFIP and the HMA program.  NFIP provided aggregated historical claims data 

as well as aggregated repetitive and severe repetitive loss data.  HMA provided aggregate 

project and grants data.  FEMA also provided disaster declaration data as well as a 

community or jurisdictional data set in the form of a spatial layer.  Finally, USCB 

provided the median household income.  These data sets were available at various levels 

of aggregation as described in the next sections.  To ensure a proper and thorough 

analysis, the study required several aggregation procedures to ensure that the data 

reflected that of the sample communities (discussed further in the data analysis section). 

Disaster Declarations  

This data set is available both on FEMA’s official website and on FEMA’s data 

library known as Open FEMA.  It provides a list of all major disasters and includes the 

incident type for filtering those disasters that are flood related.  This data source also 

indicates which counties or parishes received a declaration status.  This was important in 

determining which communities were included in the sample.   

Hazard Mitigation Assistance Data 

This data set, which served as the study’s dependent variable, is publicly available 

through Open FEMA but is aggregated to the county level.  Therefore, it was obtained 

through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to receive the data at a finer 

aggregation such as the desired community level.  The data indicated how many HMA 
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projects a community has been listed as the subgrantee for.  It also provided a monetary 

amount associated with each project.   

National Flood Insurance Data 

This data set belongs to NFIP within FEMA and consists of several subdata sets 

derived from flood insurance policies and claims.  This data set is inherently flood related 

and is used to inform historical damage, high-risk structures, and frequent flooding.  It is 

derived from inspection and policy data that are heavily Personally Identifiable 

Information (PII), which FEMA and the federal government are legally responsible for 

safeguarding.  Therefore, to avoid this factor, the data were requested via the FOIA but at 

a community aggregate that alleviates the PII elements.  The NFIP data request consisted 

of the following: 

1. Claims data.  This data set was aggregated to the community level.  This data set 

contains the monetary sum of all NFIP claims made within the constrained years, 

as discussed in the data analysis section, and illustrated in Figure 3.  This 

represented the first independent variable in this study. 

2. Repetitive loss data.  This data set was aggregated to the community level and 

contained the number of mitigated and unmitigated repetitive loss properties 

within the community.   

3. Severe repetitive loss data.  This data set was aggregated to the community level 

and contained the number of mitigated and unmitigated severe repetitive loss 

properties within the community.  This data set was combined with that of the 

mitigated and unmitigated repetitive loss properties to establish the study’s second 

independent variable.   
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Figure 3 

Methodology 

 

Note. This flow chart illustrates the collection, aggregation, and analysis of this study.  

 

Community Data  

This piece of data is critical in the aggregation and categorization of the various 

data sets.  It is what FEMA uses to distinguish where an inspection, claim, property, or 

grant project is located in terms of community jurisdiction.  It is maintained within 

FEMA’s Community Identification System and was requested via a FOIA request.  The 

data set contained a unique identification number for each NFIP participating community 

within FEMA’s Region 6 states.  This identification number allowed the pairing and 

matching of other data sets to the various communities.   
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Census Data 

This data set is derived from previous census and ACS (2019) response.  This 

information is publicly available at various aggregation levels.  However, it is not offered 

at the community level, so it was aggregated to the county level.  In the instance when a 

community resides within the boundary of multiple counties, the county in which the 

majority or greatest portion of the community resides was the value assigned to the 

community.  This data set provided the estimated income per capita for the county in 

which the communities reside.  This data set represented the study’s third independent 

variable for its exploratory analysis.   

Data Analysis 

This study examined the relationship between historical loss and grant allocation 

using large data sets; therefore, it was beneficial to use a correlation analysis that 

provided a correlation coefficient.  This coefficient worked as a summary statistic 

capable of easily displaying the presence or lack of a relationship.  Taylor (1990) 

suggested that “correlation analysis is one of the most widely used and reported statistical 

methods in summarizing medical and scientific research data” (p. 36).  This study 

examined the historical damage data set and the HMA project allocation data set to 

establish the first correlation coefficient.  Likewise, the second correlation coefficient 

was established from the aggregate repetitive loss and severe repetitive loss data set and 

the HMA project allocation data set.  Finally, the third correlation coefficient was 

developed from the community average income data set and the HMA project allocation 

data set.   
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While utilizing a correlation analysis was appropriate for this study, to establish a 

basic understanding of the efficiency of the HMA project allocation, it was important to 

recognize that a correlation, even a statistically significant one, does not on its own 

accord result in causation.  Taylor (1990) stated, “One of the most frequent and serious 

misuses of correlation analysis is to interpret a high correlation between variables as a 

cause-and-effect relationship” (p. 38).  Still, because this study established that allocating 

resources in which historical damage and repetitive loss has occurred satisfies the 

definition of allocative efficiency, the presence of, or lack of, correlation between these 

variables provided insight into the overall output of the HMA grant program.  It may not 

however provided adequate evidence that the achieved output was through design or 

happenstance.   

Limitations 

 As with any research study, there are certain limitations.  Because of the 

exploratory nature of this study, there were several limitations that must be disclosed.  

Perhaps the biggest limitation was discussed previously when it was pointed out that 

correlation does not necessarily imply toward causation.  With that said, this study was an 

early attempt by the researcher to understand the relationship between federal grant 

allocation and elements of program efficiencies.  Depending on the results of this study, 

further research may need to be conducted to determine causation.   

 Another significant limitation of this study was the lack of uniform aggregation 

levels of the various data sets.  For example, data might be collected at a zip code level 

that then needs to be aggregated to a community level, and another data set may have 

been collected at the county level and may need to be refined to the community level.  
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Utilizing FEMA’s community layer is a necessary method to ensure the accuracy of the 

grant projects, but it degrades the integrity of many of the other data sets.  This extends to 

the U.S. Census data, which aggregated to different extents than FEMA’s community 

layer.  The census data are further limited because at the date of this study, the census 

was currently being conducted and analyzed.  Therefore, the study leveraged older data 

that can in some instances be multiple years old and misrepresented the current 

demographics of a community.  Finally, because of program and policy changes paired 

with lack of quality data availability, this study limited the scope of FEMA disaster and 

grants data to that of the years 2000–2017.  Because HMA grant projects can take several 

years to close, this limitation is necessary to prevent inaccurate assumptions.   

Summary 

This chapter detailed the exploratory nature of this study to describe a relationship 

between federal grant allocation and various elements associated with efficiencies.  

Chapter 3 described a quantitative approach with the aim to explore whether there is a 

correlation with HMA projects and cumulative historical disaster damages associated 

with flooding, the number of repetitive loss and severe repetitive loss properties within a 

community, or the estimated income per capita of a community.  This study compiled 

various data sets via publicly facing platforms such as Open FEMA and, when required, 

an official FOIA request.  These data sets, once retrieved, were examined, cleaned as 

necessary, and paired utilizing the community identification number.  They were then 

statistically analyzed utilizing IBM’s SPSS software.  Finally, although this study took 

exhaustive measures to ensure data integrity, there were various limitations, including but 
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not limited to aggregation challenges and partial data availability, that may have skewed 

results.   
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH, DATA COLLECTION, AND FINDINGS 

Overview 

The intent of this quantitative study was to explore the nature and relationship of 

limited resource allocation, in the form of hazard mitigation assistance (HMA) spending, 

with historical flood damages and with social vulnerability indicators.  The study’s 

exploration was conducted utilizing several correlation analyses.  The dependent variable 

was 17 years of hazard mitigation assistance grant projects: federal dollars allocated per 

the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) participating community.  The independent 

variable, historical damages, consisted of NFIP payments for the years 2000–2017.  A 

second independent variable was the number of repetitive loss properties within each 

community.  Last, the third dependent variable was the estimated income per capita 

(aggregated at the county level) as indicated by the 2014–2018 ACS (2019).   

Purpose Statement 

The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship that the federal HMA 

grant allocation has with the NFIP and the various elements closely associated with 

efficient spending (efficiency), estimated income per capita (equity), and historical 

damages and number of repetitive loss properties (effectiveness) by identifying the 

presence or absence of correlations.   

The public sector applies additional complications and considerations to the 

predicament the HMA program and NFIP are in.  Foundational to these considerations is 

the fact that each program depends on congressional funding, which is generated from 

federal taxes.  These programs must answer to the American people.  In the private 

sector, negative performance, such as that seen by the NFIP’s need for additional public 
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funding, would likely not be tolerated long.  Typically, above all else, the private sector 

measures the value of a program based on the profit the program can generate.  In this 

regard, the NFIP is a losing program constantly in need of federal bailout.  The 2019 

High Risk Series published by the U.S. GAO has identified the NFIP as a high-risk 

program and has suggested that Congress should consider comprehensive reform of this 

program because of its ineffectiveness.  The NFIP is currently in a critical position 

because of its inability to successfully implement its mission.   

Figure 1 illustrates the extent of NFIP’s position by showing a steady rise in total 

unmitigated repetitive loss properties despite an increase in mitigation activity.  

Unmitigated repetitive loss properties (further defined in the definitions section) refers to 

properties that have sustained flood damages on multiple occasions and have not had 

sufficient construction applied to them to reduce the flooding impact.  In contrast, a 

mitigated repetitive loss structure refers to a structure that has sustained flood damages 

on multiple occasions but has undergone construction to reduce the flooding impact such 

as elevation, relocation, or demolition.  Figure 1 (repeated here for ease of reference) 

illustrates that in addition to the rise in unmitigated repetitive loss, FEMA is not the 

greatest source of funding for the limited mitigation activities that have been conducted 

on these high-risk structures.  This reality further supports a disconnect between the NFIP 

and the HMA program. 
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Figure 1 

 

National Flood Insurance Program, Cumulative Number of Mitigated and Nonmitigated 

Repetitive Loss Properties, 2009–2018 

 

Note. This figure depicts a rise in nonmitigated repetitive loss properties and the ineffectiveness 

of FEMA-funded mitigation. From National Flood Insurance Program: Fiscal Exposure Persists 

Despite Property Acquisitions, by U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2020, p. 25 

(https://www.gao.gov/assets/710/707821.pdf).  

 

 

This study serves as an early yet critical step in better understanding the complex 

relationships that federal disaster assistance programs have with grant allocation.  The 

goal is to take the first step toward identifying opportunities and metrics needed to reform 

federal grant allocation and improve the overall efficiency and effectiveness of U.S. tax 

dollars in the mission of ensuring a safer more resilient homeland. 
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Research Questions 

To explore HMA grant allocation in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, and equity, 

the study will explore the following hypotheses: 

1. Is there a correlation between HMA projects and cumulative historical disaster 

damages (as informed by NFIP claims) associated with flooding? 

H0: A community’s cumulative flood damage does not affect the amount of HMA 

funding they receive, r = 0. 

H1: A community’s cumulative flood damage impacts the amount of HMA 

funding they receive, r ≠ 0. 

2. Is there a correlation between HMA projects and the number of NFIP repetitive 

loss and severe repetitive loss properties within a community? 

H0: A community’s number of repetitive loss properties does not affect the 

amount of HMA funding they receive, r = 0. 

H1: A community’s number of repetitive loss properties impacts the amount of 

HMA funding they receive, r ≠ 0. 

3. Is there a correlation between HMA projects and the estimated income per capita 

of a community? 

H0: A community’s estimated income per capita does not affect the amount of 

HMA funding they receive, r = 0. 

H1: A community’s estimated income per capita impacts the amount of HMA 

funding they receive, r ≠ 0. 
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Research Methods and Data Collection Procedures 

Data Collection and Cleaning 

Because this study explored federal resource allocation across thousands of 

communities during 17 years of emergency and disaster response, it required the use of 

large data sets.  These data sets presented several challenges and required extensive 

cleaning.  They also required several assumptions and decision points that are discussed 

in detail within this section.   

Hazard Mitigation Assistance Data 

This data set, which represents the study’s dependent variable, was obtained 

through FEMA’s data library known as Open FEMA.  The data were stored in two 

separate data sets linked together through a project identification number.  Each HMA 

grant has a unique project number that was used to tie data fields from both data sets into 

one.  This study utilized six fields from this collective data set to prepare the dependent 

variable: project identifier, project type, subgrantee, community ID, program fiscal year, 

and federal share obligated.  There were two primary challenges and resulting 

assumptions from this data set.   

The first difficulty was isolating project types to those that directly mitigated the 

flooding hazard.  This was both a technical challenge, as a single project could contain 

several project types, and a cognitive challenge when deciding which activities directly 

mitigate flood hazard.  After reducing the national data set (which contained over 30,000 

entries) to projects that occurred within FEMA’s Region 6 states and filtering the projects 

to only those that occurred during the program years of 2000–2017, the challenge became 

sorting through the different project types, which leads to the first assumption.   
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Assumption 1.  After cataloging the 3,695 remaining projects and extracting the 

various project types associated with them, 74 of the 150 unique project types were 

selected as directly mitigating the flood hazard.  Appendix A provides a list of unique 

project types selected as those which directly mitigate the flooding hazard.  Those 

removed either addressed other hazards such as wind or fire or at best indirectly 

addressed the flooding hazard such as brochures, workshops, trainings, planning, salaries, 

and overtime.  When the 3,695 projects were filtered by the selected project types, they 

reduced the number of projects to 1,081.   

The second difficulty with this data set was determining which community to 

assign the project to.  Each project varied greatly in size and scope, and the data often 

listed multiple jurisdictions or communities as beneficiaries of the project but did not 

specify the specifics of the project or the division of federal share obligated among the 

jurisdictions.   

Assumption 2.  Although elements of the projects may have extended into other 

communities, this study applied the project to the community listed within the data set as 

the subgrantee.  The grantee was always a state agent, which represented too high of an 

aggregation and would not produce the level of detail needed to understand the 

phenomenon.  In the process of identifying which community to apply the project, 81 of 

the 1,081 remaining projects did not have sufficient information to properly assign.  This 

reduced the project number to 1,000.  Lastly, when filtering the communities by those 

that were currently actively participating in the NFIP, the 1,000 projects were reduced to 

954 and represented 296 unique communities. 
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NFIP Flood Damages 

 This data set, which serves as the first independent variable for this study, was 

obtained through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request through DHS and FEMA 

(2021-FEFO-00400; referenced in Appendix B).  This data set contained the total net 

payment from the NFIP for 1,638 communities representing nearly $33 billion in NFIP 

payments between 2000 and 2017.   

Assumption 1.  The data set included eight communities representing just over $3 

million in claims that did not have any community identifications associated with them.  

These entries were removed from the data.   

Assumption 2.  After pairing the community data from this data set with the list 

of communities actively participating in NFIP, the number of communities with NFIP 

claims data was reduced from 1,638 to 1,529 communities representing a total of 

$32,896,096,447 in historical flood damages.   

NFIP Repetitive Loss Properties 

This data set, which serves as one of the study’s independent variables, was 

obtained through a FOIA request from DHS and FEMA (2021-FEFO-00402).  This data 

set contained repetitive loss information on 1,147 communities.  The data provided an 

extensive breakdown of repetitive loss and severe repetitive structures within these 

communities noted within Appendix C.  Most notably, it provided two different 

definitions of repetitive loss and severe repetitive loss based upon the perspective of two 

programs: Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) and NFIP.   

Assumption 1.  Repetitive loss and severe repetitive loss are defined differently 

in NFIP and FMA regulation and statute.  The variances in these definitions are 
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significant enough to impact which structures receive this label and high-risk status.  

Although it is not the researcher’s intention to judge which definition is more universally 

appropriate, it is important to utilize the definition that is most applicable to the other 

variables and framework of this study.  Because of the effectiveness problems of the 

NFIP discussed in Chapter 1, and the intent for this variable to be a measure of damages, 

this study has elected to utilize the NFIP definition of repetitive loss as well as the NFIP 

definition of severe repetitive loss.   

Assumption 2.  Although the terms severe repetitive loss and repetitive loss refer 

to two different loss circumstances, the researcher has elected to merge both terms into a 

general repetitive loss metric that represents the aggregate of each term within a 

community. 

Assumption 3.  When a repetitive loss property through a mitigation activity has 

been brought into compliance with the local ordinance and NFIP minimum standards, it 

can gain the status of mitigated repetitive loss.  The original data set had distinguished 

mitigated repetitive loss from unmitigated repetitive loss and provided the number of 

structures for each of these categories.  However, given that this distinction only serves as 

a snapshot metric of the status at the time of the data pull, and the long duration of this 

study, it was decided to include both statuses within the number of repetitive loss 

variable.   

Estimated Income Per Capita 

This data set, which serves as one of the study’s independent variables, was 

obtained from CDC’s Social Vulnerability Index (SVI), which identifies estimated 

income per capita as one of four variables that together evaluate the socioeconomic 
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vulnerability of a community.  Although it is obtained through the CDC’s SVI, the 

underlying data are from ACS and U.S. Census data. 

Assumption 1.  Utilizing the best available information at the time of this 

analysis, the estimated income per capita is from the years 2014–2018 (ACS, 2019).   

Assumption 2.  This data set was available at the county level aggregate; 

therefore, the value associated with the county was applied to all communities within 

their respective counties.  It is possible some communities may have different income per 

capita than the county average.   

Presentation and Analysis of Data 

Once all the data sets were collected, they were aggregated and applied where 

applicable to the list of 2,508 communities participating in NFIP within FEMA’s 

Region 6.  Of these 2,508 communities, 2,504 had received at least one flood-related, 

presidential disaster declaration between 2000 and 2017.  This is an important distinction 

because it makes them eligible for HMA funding.  Of the 2,504 communities eligible for 

HMA funding, 1,528 had recorded historical damages, 1,094 communities had repetitive 

loss properties, and 1,059 had both historical damages and repetitive loss properties.  

However, only 296 communities had received HMA flood-related funding.   

To further break down the distribution of HMA allocation across the 

characteristics of the eligible communities, the following tables were developed.  Table 2 

displays the appropriateness of allocation based upon the rules set forth by this study, and 

the Table 3 provides the number of occurrences within each category.   
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Table 2 

Appropriateness of Allocation by Community Characteristics 

Community  

characteristics 

(+) HMA 

allocation 

(0) HMA 

allocation 

(0) Repetitive loss ✕ ✓ 

(0) Historical damages ✕ ✓ 

(0) Repetitive loss & 0 historical damages ✕ ✓ 

(+) Repetitive loss ✓ ✕ 

(+) Historical damages ✓ ✕ 

(+) Repetitive loss & (+) historical damages ✓ ✕ 

Note. HMA = Hazard Mitigation Assistance 

 
Table 3 

Instances of HMA Allocation by Community Characteristics 

Community  

characteristics 

(+) HMA 

allocation 

(0) HMA 

allocation 

(0) Repetitive loss 42 1,368 

(0) Historical damages 20 956 

(0) Repetitive loss & 0 historical damages 17 923 

(+) Repetitive loss 254 840 

(+) Historical damages 276 1,252 

(+) Repetitive loss & (+) historical damages 251 807 

Note. HMA = Hazard Mitigation Assistance 

 

This analysis identified a combined total of 4,028 appropriate scenarios and 2,978 

inappropriate scenarios.  These numbers are larger than the sample size due to overlap in 

the characteristics.  However, of the 2,504 communities for repetitive loss, there were 

1,622 appropriate scenarios and 882 inappropriate scenarios (this is seen by examining 

rows 1 and 4 of Table 11).  Of the 2,504 communities for historical damages, there were 

1,232 appropriate scenarios and 1,272 inappropriate scenarios (this is seen by examining 

rows 2 and 5 of Table 11).   
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Each of the study’s three independent variables (historical damages, number of 

repetitive loss properties, and estimated income per capita) were examined against the 

study’s dependent variable (HMA dollars allocated) utilizing a correlation analysis, 

specifically a Pearson correlation coefficient.  All correlation analyses in this study 

utilized an α = .01, representing a 99% confidence level.  The P value, expressed simply 

with the letter “p,” indicated the level of significance.  A value lower than that of α is 

statistically significant at the 99% confidence level. 

Hypothesis 1 (HMA Dollars Allocated and Historical Damages) 

 This bivariate correlation analysis examined 2,504 FEMA’s Region 6 

communities that were eligible to receive HMA funding between 2000 and 2017 based 

upon NFIP participation and inclusion in a presidentially declared disaster.  The Pearson 

correlation coefficient showed there is a significant positive relationship between HMA 

dollars allocated and historical damages, r(2,502) = .83, p < .01.  Another way to express 

this relationship is 69% of the variance in HMA dollars allocated can be explained by 

historical damages (Table 4). 

 
Table 4 

 

Pearson’s Correlation Analysis for Historical Damages and HMA Dollars Allocated 

 

  HMA dollars 

allocated 

Historical 

damages 

HMA dollars allocated Pearson correlation        1    .831a 

Sig. (2-tailed)  
 

0.000 

N 2,504 2,504 

Historical damages Pearson correlation    .831a        1 

Sig. (2-tailed)  0.000 
 

N 2,504 2,504 

Note. HMA = Hazard Mitigation Assistance. 
aCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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This suggested a very strong correlation; this was not in line with this researcher’s 

professional experience with the program.  To further explore this result, a scatter plot 

was created and analyzed.  Figure 4 displays the relationship between these two 

variables.  It was immediately apparent that there were several factors present that may 

be influencing the result of this correlation analysis.  The first factor was the large 

amount of data at the origin of the chart, which suggested most of the communities had 

no HMA funding or historical damages.  The second factor was the presence of 

extremely large outliers that appeared to heavily skew the data.  Of the 296 communities 

that received HMA funding in FEMA’s Region 6, six received 50.3% of all HMA 

funding ($974,246,210 of $1,936,349,774).   

 
Figure 4 

Scatter Plot of Historical Damages by Hazard Mitigation Assistance Dollars Allocated 

Note. This figure depicts the amount of historical damage by the amount of HMA dollars 

allocated for 2,504 communities within FEMA’s Region 6 between 2000 and 2017.  
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To further explore this phenomenon, this researcher utilized the following 

formula to identify and isolate outliers within the HMA dollars allocated data set: 

Outliers ≥ Q3 + (1.5 * IQR)   

Outliers ≥ 2,942,029.22 + (1.5 * 2,781,628.92) 

Outliers ≥ 7,114,472.6 

This isolated 38 communities, which upon examination all but five received funding in 

response to Hurricanes Katrina or Rita.  This was significant because both hurricanes 

occurred within the program year of 2005, a year in which HMA allocated nearly half of 

the funds examined within this study.  Once these outliers were removed from the data, 

the correlation analysis was repeated with a vastly different outcome (Table 5). 

 
Table 5 

 

Pearson’s Correlation Analysis for Historical Damages and HMA Dollars Allocated (Outliers 

Removed)  

  

HMA dollars 

allocated 

Historical 

damages 

HMA dollars allocated Pearson correlation        1    .269a 

Sig. (2-tailed)  
 

0.000 

N 2,466 2,466 

Historical damages Pearson correlation    .269a        1 

Sig. (2-tailed)  0.000 
 

N 2,466 2,466 

Note. HMA = Hazard Mitigation Assistance 
aCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

 

 As shown in Table 5 and in the scatter plot in Figure 5, the strength of the 

correlation decreased from .831 to .269 [r(2,464) = .269, p < .01] or from a high positive 

correlation to a negligible positive correlation.  Expressed differently, the amount of 

variance in HMA dollars allocated explained by historical damages dropped from 69% to 
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7%.  This finding may suggest a variance in allocation trends between large scale 

catastrophic events and smaller annual events.  

 
Figure 5 

 

Scatter Plot of Historical Damages by Hazard Mitigation Assistance Dollars Allocated (Outliers 

Removed) 

 

Note. This figure depicts the amount of historical damages by the amount of HMA dollars allocated 

for 2,466 communities within FEMA’s Region 6 between 2000 and 2017.  

 

 

Furthermore, case-by-case evidence remains, which suggests instances of gross 

misallocation, for example, within this data set exists a community that sustained over 

$218 million in historical damages and yet received no HMA funding.  Meanwhile, 

another community received nearly $1.8 million in HMA funding with $0 in recorded 

damages.  Of the 296 communities that received some degree of HMA funding, 276 (or 

93%) sustained historical damages whereas 20 or (7%) did not.  While a 7% 

misallocation rate may seem insignificant, the large number of eligible communities that 
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did not receive any HMA funding and have sustained historical damages (1,252 of 2,504) 

shows ample opportunity to improve program performance by further aligning it to 

community damages.   

Despite the evidence of questionable allocation practices, and the vast number of 

unfunded communities, the strength of the correlation analysis between historical 

damages and HMA dollars allocated remains statistically significant; therefore, the null 

hypothesis H0 (r = 0) was rejected, and the alternative hypothesis H1 (r ≠ 0) was 

accepted.   

Hypothesis 2 (HMA Dollars Allocated and Number of Repetitive Loss Properties) 

This bivariate correlation analysis examined 2,504 of FEMA’s Region 6 

communities that were eligible to receive HMA funding between 2000 and 2017 based 

upon NFIP participation and inclusion in a presidentially declared disaster.  The Pearson 

correlation coefficient showed there was a significant positive relationship between HMA 

dollars allocated and number of repetitive loss properties, r(2,502) = .893, p < .01.  

Another way to express this relationship is 80% of the variance in HMA dollars allocated 

can be explained by number of repetitive loss properties (Table 6).   

 
Table 6 

Pearson’s Correlation Analysis for Number of RL Properties and HMA Dollars Allocated 

 
HMA dollars 

allocated 

RL  

properties 

HMA dollars allocated Pearson correlation        1    .893a 
Sig. (2-tailed)  

 
0.000 

N 2,504 2,504 

Number of RL 
properties 

Pearson correlation    .893a        1 
Sig. (2-tailed)  0.000 

 

N 2,504 2,504 

Note. HMA = Hazard Mitigation Assistance; RL = repetitive loss. 
aCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Similar to the results from Hypothesis 1, this level of significance seemed 

abnormally high when compared to the experience of this researcher.  To further explore 

the data, a scatter plot was created and analyzed.  Figure 6 displays the relationship 

between these two variables.  As was seen with the relationship between HMA dollars 

allocated and historical damages, the scatter plot revealed significant outliers which again 

skewed the output of the correlation analysis.  It also revealed, as expected, a strong 

concentration of points at the origin of the chart.  

 
Figure 6 

Scatter Plot of Repetitive Loss Properties by Hazard Mitigation Assistance Dollars Allocated  

 

 

Note. This figure depicts the amount of number of repetitive loss properties by the amount of 

HMA dollars allocated for 2,504 communities within FEMA’s Region 6 between 2000 and 2017.  

 

 

The same approach that was used to identify and remove outliers in the 

examination of Hypothesis 1 was utilized for this examination: 
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Outliers ≥ Q3 + (1.5 * IQR)   

Outliers ≥ 2,942,029.22 + (1.5 * 2,781,628.92) 

Outliers ≥ 7,114,472.6 

This isolated 38 outliers, which were removed, and the correlation analysis was repeated 

with the remaining communities.   

 The results of the second analysis revealed a much different relationship.  There 

were 2,466 communities that were examined, and the Pearson correlation coefficient 

showed there remained a significant positive relationship between HMA dollars allocated 

and number of repetitive loss properties, r(2,464) = .42, p < .01.  However, the magnitude 

of the correlation was greatly reduced by .473, or expressed differently, the amount of 

variance in HMA dollars allocated explained by the number of repetitive loss properties 

count dropped from 80% to 18%.  As shown in Table 7 and validated by the scatterplot in 

Figure 7, the correlation begins to look much less concreate dropping from a high 

correlation to a low correlation.  

 
Table 7 

 

Pearson’s Correlation Analysis for Number of RL Properties and HMA Dollars Allocated 

(Outliers Removed) 

  

HMA dollars 

allocated 

RL 

properties 

HMA dollars allocated Pearson correlation       1    .420a 

Sig. (2-tailed) 
 

0.000 

N 2,466 2,466 

Number of RL properties Pearson correlation    .420a        1 

Sig. (2-tailed)  0.000 
 

N 2,466 2,466 

Note. HMA = hazard mitigation assistance; RL = repetitive loss. 
aCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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The results of this analysis indicated that as with the relationship between HMA 

dollars allocated and historical damages, the relationship between HMA dollars allocated 

and the number of repetitive loss properties can vary greatly depending on the size and 

magnitude of the disasters involved.  Large scale catastrophes such as Hurricane Katrina 

resulted in communities with large numbers of repetitive loss properties receiving a large 

amount of funding through the HMA program.  The disproportionate payout of these 

major events creates an illusion of a strong correlation across the program, but once they 

were removed from the data set, it became evident that the day-to-day allocation for the 

vast majority of communities was not as significantly correlated.  

 
Figure 7 

 

Scatter Plot of Number of Repetitive Loss Properties by Hazard Mitigation Assistance Dollars 

Allocated (Outliers Removed) 

 

 

Note. This figure depicts the number of repetitive loss properties by the amount of HMA dollars 

allocated for 2,466 communities (outlier removed) within FEMA’s Region 6 between 2000 and 

2017. 
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Within this data set exists a community that possesses 463 instances of repetitive 

loss and yet received no HMA funding.  Meanwhile, another community received nearly 

$6 million in HMA funding with no instances of repetitive loss properties.  Of the 296 

communities that received some degree of HMA funding, 254 (or 86%) had instances of 

repetitive loss properties whereas 42 or (14%) did not.  Although a 14% misallocation 

rate may seem minimal, the large number of eligible communities that did not receive 

any HMA funding and have repetitive loss properties (841 of 2,504) shows ample 

opportunity to improve program performance by further aligning it to a community’s 

repetitive loss properties count.   

Despite the evidence of questionable allocation practices, and the vast number of 

unfunded communities, the strength of the correlation analysis between the number of 

repetitive loss properties and HMA dollars allocated remains statistically significant; 

therefore, the null hypothesis H0 (r = 0) was rejected, and the alternative hypothesis H1 

(r ≠ 0) was accepted. 

Hypothesis 3 (HMA Dollars Allocated and Estimated Income Per Capita) 

This bivariate correlation analysis examined 2,504 FEMA’s Region 6 

communities that were eligible to receive HMA funding between 2000 and 2017 based 

upon NFIP participation and inclusion in a presidentially declared disaster.  As shown in 

Table 8 and validated in Figure 8, the Pearson correlation coefficient showed there was a 

significant positive relationship between HMA dollars allocated and estimated income 

per capita, r(2,502) = .068, p < .01.  Another way to express this relationship is 0.46% of 

the variance in HMA dollars allocated can be explained by estimated income per capita. 
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Table 8 

Pearson’s Correlation Analysis for Estimated Income Per Capita and HMA Dollars Allocated 

 

HMA dollars  

allocated 

Estimated income 

per capita 

HMA dollars allocated Pearson correlation        1    .068a 

Sig. (2-tailed)  
 

0.001 

N 2,504 2,504 

Estimated income per 

capita 

Pearson correlation  0.068a        1 

Sig. (2-tailed)  0.001 
 

N 2,504 2,504 

Note. HMA = Hazard Mitigation Assistance. 
aCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

 
Figure 8 

Scatter Plot of Estimated Income Per Capita by Hazard Mitigation Assistance Dollars Allocated  

 

Note. This figure depicts estimated income per capita by the amount of HMA dollars allocated for 

2,504 communities within FEMA’s Region 6 between 2000 and 2017. 
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Although there was no abnormally high correlation as displayed in the previous 

two analyses, to provide consistency within this study, the correlation analysis was 

repeated after removing the same previously identified outliers.  The results of the second 

analysis revealed a noteworthy decrease in the variables’ correlation significance.  This 

analysis showed a positive relationship between HMA dollars allocated and estimated 

income per capita, r(2,464) = .012, p > .01.  This outcome suggested that the magnitude 

of the correlation was further reduced by .056 and is now statistically insignificant from 0 

at both the 99% confidence level as well as the 95% confidence level, or expressed 

differently, the amount of variance in HMA dollars allocated explained by estimated 

income per capita dropped from 0.46% to 0.01%.  As shown in Table 9 and validated by 

the scatterplot in Figure 9, there appears to be no correlation at all. 

 
Table 9 

 

Pearson’s Correlation Analysis for Estimated Income Per Capita and HMA Dollars Allocated 

(Outliers Removed) 

  

HMA dollars 

allocated 

Estimated income 

per capita 

HMA dollars allocated Pearson correlation        1 0.012 

Sig. (2-tailed)  
 

0.568 

N 2,466 2,466 

Estimated income per 

capita 

Pearson correlation 0.012         1 

Sig. (2-tailed)  0.568 
 

N 2,466 2,466 

Note. HMA = Hazard Mitigation Assistance. 
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Figure 9 

 

Scatter Plot of Estimated Income Per Capita by Hazard Mitigation Assistance Dollars Allocated 

(Outliers Removed) 

 

 

Note. This figure depicts estimated income per capita by the amount of HMA dollars allocated for 

2,466 communities (outlier removed) within FEMA’s Region 6 between 2000 and 2017. 

 

 

In reference to the full data set, despite the low strength of the correlation, the 

analysis between estimated income per capita and HMA dollars allocated remained 

statistically significant; therefore, the null hypothesis H0 (r = 0) was rejected, and the 

alternative hypothesis H1 (r ≠ 0) was accepted.  However, when the outliers were 

removed, the strength of the correlation became statistically insignificant from 0.  

Therefore, under these circumstances, the alternative hypothesis H1 (r ≠ 0) was rejected 

and the null hypothesis H0 (r = 0) was accepted.  

Finally, although the correlation analysis did not provide evidence of a strong 

relationship between these two variables, it is worth pointing out that the average income 
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per capita for communities that received HMA funding was on average $1,260 higher 

than that of the communities that did not receive any HMA funding.  Although minimal, 

when viewed in terms of equity, this is worthy of further research. 

Summary 

The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship between HMA 

allocation and variables associated with program efficiency, equity, and effectiveness.  

The dependent variable was HMA dollars allocated, and the independent variables were 

historical damages, number of repetitive loss properties, and estimated income per capita.  

Correlation analysis was conducted first on 2,504 communities where each of the three 

independent variables presented significant correlation with the dependent variable, 

resulting in the rejection of the null hypothesis for each hypothesis.  However, further 

analysis indicated a large impact from several outliers within the HMA data set.  The 

study utilized the formula [Q3 + (IQR * 1.5)] to identify 38 outliers within the HMA 

dollars allocated data set.  These points were removed, and correlation analysis, utilizing 

the remaining 2,466 communities, was once again conducted for all three independent 

variables.  The results of this analysis showed dramatic decreases in the strength of the 

correlation but remained significant for historical damages and number of number of 

repetitive loss properties.  Estimated income per capita dropped to an insignificant level.  

Although these correlations are informative and provide useful analysis in the exploration 

of this topic, it is important to, once again, state explicitly that correlations are not the 

same as causation.  These results must be further explored to establish causation. 

Finally, Table 3 was provided to display an amount of HMA dollars allocated and 

lack of allocation broken down by the independent variable characteristics of the 
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communities.  Table 3 (repeated here for ease of reference) illustrates several 

questionable allocation practices.  Chapter 5 provides further discussion, conclusions, and 

future research recommendations.   

 
Table 3 

Instances of HMA Allocation by Community Characteristics 

Community  

characteristics 

(+) HMA 

allocation 

(0) HMA 

allocation 

(0) Repetitive loss 42 1,368 

(0) Historical damages 20 956 

(0) Repetitive loss & 0 historical damages 17 923 

(+) Repetitive loss 254 840 

(+) Historical damages 276 1,252 

(+) Repetitive loss & (+) historical damages 251 807 

Note. HMA = Hazard Mitigation Assistance. 
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CHAPTER 5: FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The purpose of this study was to explore the presence of relationships between 

indicators of efficient, effective, and equitable limited resource allocation and historical 

Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) Hazard Mitigation Assistance 

(HMA) funding.  This study approached the allocation from the lens of the flood hazard 

because of overwhelming evidence and criticism of the performance of FEMA’s National 

Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). 

To conduct this exploration, metrics representative of efficient, effective, and 

equitable allocation had to be selected.  This study utilized two variables, number of 

repetitive loss properties and historical damages payout, to represent evidence of flood 

damages within a community.  According to the rule consequentialist framework 

established in Chapter 2, allocations in line with these factors would represent a degree of 

efficient and effective allocation.  The study also used estimated income per capita to 

represent financial vulnerability by the NFIP community.  According to this study’s 

framework, allocations to communities with low estimated income per capita would 

represent equitable and therefore appropriate allocation.  Together, these variables served 

as independent variables and were analyzed with the federal share allocated for HMA 

grant projects, which served as the study’s dependent variable.   

The study examined whether there was a relationship between the dependent 

variable and each of the three independent variables.  To accomplish this, a Pearson 

correlation coefficient test was utilized.  The study used the following research questions: 

1. Is there a correlation between HMA projects and cumulative historical disaster 

damages (as informed by NFIP claims) associated with flooding? 
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H0: A community’s cumulative flood damage does not affect the amount of HMA 

funding they receive, r = 0. 

H1: A community’s cumulative flood damage impacts the amount of HMA 

funding they receive, r ≠ 0. 

2. Is there a correlation between HMA projects and the number of NFIP repetitive 

loss and severe repetitive loss properties within a community? 

H0: A community’s number of repetitive loss properties does not affect the 

amount of HMA funding they receive, r = 0. 

H1: A community’s number of repetitive loss properties impacts the amount of 

HMA funding they receive, r ≠ 0. 

3. Is there a correlation between HMA projects and the estimated income per capita 

of a community? 

H0: A community’s estimated income per capita does not affect the amount of 

HMA funding they receive, r = 0. 

H1: A community’s estimated income per capita impacts the amount of HMA 

funding they receive, r ≠ 0. 

This study examined a population consisting of, and limited to, a national collective of 

communities that had elected to participate in the NFIP and had received a presidentially 

declared disaster related to flooding.  To scale this population to a reasonable size, this 

study’s sample consisted of communities within this population that were located within 

the jurisdiction of FEMA’s Region 6 (Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and 

Texas).  The sample also was limited to the program years of 2000–2017.  These 

parameters narrowed the sample number of communities to 2,504.   
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During the study’s correlation analysis, there were several outlying points that had 

a substantial impact on the Pearson correlation coefficient heavily skewing the result.  

Research showed that of the 296 communities that received HMA funding in FEMA’s 

Region 6, six received 50.3% of all HMA funding.  To achieve a more accurate 

understanding of this phenomenon, the researcher repeated the correlation analysis for all 

three independent variables after removing the outliers from the HMA allocation data set.  

The following formula was utilized to identify the outliers. 

Outliers ≥ Q3 + (1.5 * IQR)   

Outliers ≥ 2,942,029.22 + (1.5 * 2,781,628.92) 

Outliers ≥ 7,114,472.6 

This method identified and removed 38 communities from the second analysis for each 

independent variable.  The total number of communities examined for the second 

analysis was 2,466.   

Major Findings 

 This study conducted two Pearson correlation coefficient analyses for each of the 

three independent variables as well as an allocation examination based upon the 

dependent variable characteristics of the communities that made up the study’s sample.  

There are four major findings from this study.   

 The first major finding comes from the examination of HMA allocation by 

community characteristics.  This analysis investigated the distribution of HMA dollars 

allocated compared to a community’s possession or lack of the number of repetitive loss 

properties and historical damages.  This analysis utilized the framework of rule 

consequentialism established in Chapter 2 to total the number of appropriate and 
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inappropriate allocation instances.  The examination utilized Table 10 to define 

appropriate allocations and inappropriate allocations.  In essence, HMA dollars allocated 

that went to communities with the number of repetitive loss properties or historical 

damages were found appropriate whereas HMA dollars allocated that went to 

communities without these characteristics were found inappropriate.  Conversely, lack of 

HMA dollars allocated to communities with the number of repetitive loss properties 

and/or historical damages was found inappropriate whereas lack of HMA dollars 

allocated to communities with a lack of these characteristics was found appropriate.   

 
Table 10 

Appropriateness of Allocation by Community Characteristics 

Community 

characteristics 

(+) HMA 

allocation 

(0) HMA 

allocation 

(0) Repetitive loss ✕ ✓ 

(0) Historical damages ✕ ✓ 

(0) Repetitive loss & 0 historical damages ✕ ✓ 

(+) Repetitive loss ✓ ✕ 

(+) Historical damages ✓ ✕ 

(+) Repetitive loss & (+) historical damages ✓ ✕ 

Note. HMA = Hazard Mitigation Assistance. 
 

This analysis (shown in Table 11) identified a combined total of 4,028 appropriate 

scenarios and 2,978 inappropriate scenarios.  These number are larger than the sample 

size due to overlap in the characteristics.  However, of the 2,504 communities, for 

repetitive loss there were 1,622 appropriate scenarios and 882 inappropriate scenarios 

(this is seen by examining rows 1 and 4 of Table 11).  Of the 2,504 communities, for 

historical damages there were 1,232 appropriate scenarios and 1,272 inappropriate 

scenarios (this is seen by examining rows 2 and 5 of Table 11).  Although the study’s 
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focus was on identifying the presence or absence of a correlation among these variables, 

this exercise was valuable to explore the various allocation scenarios and to identify 

instances of inappropriate allocations.  

 
Table 11 

Instances of HMA Allocation by Community Characteristics 

Community 

characteristics 

(+) HMA 

allocation 

(0) HMA 

allocation 

(0) Repetitive loss 42 1,368 

(0) Historical damages 20 956 

(0) Repetitive loss & 0 historical damages 17 923 

(+) Repetitive loss 254 840 

(+) Historical damages 276 1,252 

(+) Repetitive loss & (+) historical damages 251 807 

Note. HMA = Hazard Mitigation Assistance. 
 

 

The second major finding of this study was the outcome from the first correlation 

analysis.  This analysis utilized a Pearson correlation coefficient to explore the 

relationship between HMA dollars allocated and historical damages.  The result of the 

analysis suggests a very strong positive correlation between these variables, r(2,502) = 

.83, p < .01.  This correlation indicates that to a high degree, as damages increase within a 

community, HMA dollars allocated will also increase.  This relationship is aligned with 

appropriate allocation practices as set forth by this study.  However, 38 outliers within the 

dependent variable were found to have heavily skewed the correlation outcome.  When 

the outliers were removed, the strength of the correlation coefficient dropped 

substantially, r(2,464) = .269, p < .01. 

While the outcome of the second correlation analysis remains statistically 

significant, it raises questions as to the nature of the relationship between these two 
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variables at different disaster scales.  It provides evidence that allocation practices may 

vary significantly depending on the size and scale of damages associated with the event.  

It would appear the larger the disaster the more influence historical damages has on HMA 

dollars allocated.  However, even after removing the outliers and conducting the second 

correlation analysis, the outcome remains statistically significant, thereby indicating the 

null hypothesis H0 (r = 0) is rejected and the alternative hypothesis H1 (r ≠ 0) is accepted. 

The third major finding of the study was derived from the testing of the second 

hypothesis.  This analysis utilized a Pearson’s correlation coefficient to explore the 

relationship between HMA dollars allocated and number of repetitive loss properties.  

The result of the analysis suggests a very strong positive correlation between these 

variables, r(2,502) = .893, p < .01.  This correlation indicates that as the number of 

repetitive loss properties within a community increase, HMA dollars allocated will also 

increase.  This relationship is aligned with appropriate allocation practices as set forth by 

this study.  However, just as with the first correlation analysis, 38 outliers within the 

dependent variable were found to have heavily skewed the correlation outcome.  When 

the outliers were removed, the strength of the correlation coefficient dropped 

substantially, r(2,464) = .42, p < .01.  This lends further evidence to support the notion 

that allocation practices may vary significantly depending on the size and scale of 

damages associated with the event.  Despite the reduction in strength from the first 

analysis and the second, the outcome remains statistically significant, thereby indicating 

the null hypothesis H0 (r = 0) is rejected, and the alternative hypothesis H1 (r ≠ 0) is 

accepted. 
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Lastly, the fourth major finding from this study was derived from the testing of 

the third hypothesis.  This analysis utilized a Pearson correlation coefficient to explore 

the relationship between HMA dollars allocated and estimated income per capita of a 

community.  This analysis indicates the presence of a positive relationship, r(2,502) = 

.068, p < .01.  Therefore, the null hypothesis H0 (r = 0) is rejected, and the alternative 

hypothesis H1 (r ≠ 0) is accepted.  This result suggests that communities with higher 

estimated income per capita were skewed slightly in a positive direction and would 

receive more HMA dollars allocated than those with lower estimated income per capita.   

Unexpected Findings 

While each of the three outcomes discussed within the major findings indicates 

statistically significant positive correlations between the independent and dependent 

variables, further analysis revealed the substantial impact outliers within the dependent 

variable had on the outcome.  The researcher followed his intuition, based upon 

professional experience in the field, and examined the original outcomes more closely 

because they did not seem to represent common occurrence.  Utilizing a method to 

identify and remove the outliers within the data, the correlations were conducted a second 

time.  The second round of analysis presented a noteworthy decrease in the correlation 

strength among each of the independent variables. 

Although the correlations between HMA dollars allocated and number of 

repetitive loss properties, as well as HMA dollars allocated and historical damages, 

remained statistically significant, there was a drastic decrease in strength.  More 

specifically, the strength of correlation between HMA dollars allocated and historical 

damages dropped from .831 to .269, a decrease of .562.  A similar decrease was seen in 
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HMA dollars allocated and number of repetitive loss properties with a decrease of .473.  

When the outliers were removed from the analysis of HMA dollars allocated and 

estimated income per capita, the decrease in correlation, from .06 to .012, was sufficient 

enough to make the outcome statistically insignificant at both the 99% and 95% 

confidence level.  

These reductions in correlation strength warranted a further exploration of the 

outliers that caused them.  This exploration revealed some interesting findings.  The 38 

outliers (communities) accounted for $1.64 billion of nearly $1.94 billion allocated across 

all 2,504 eligible communities within this study, or to express this differently, 84.9% of 

HMA funding went to just 38 of the 2,504 communities examined.  It was also 

determined that of the 38 outlying communities, 34 were impacted by Hurricane Harvey 

(2017), Hurricane Ike (2008), or Hurricane Katrina (2005), three of the costliest tropical 

cyclones of the century.  This finding would suggest that there may be a significant 

variance in how allocation is handled during large-scale catastrophic events as compared 

to smaller flooding events.   

Conclusions 

This study consisted of three primary research questions aimed at better 

understanding the allocative trends of FEMAs HMA resource allocation.  Additionally, 

this study draws an additional conclusion based upon the scenarios presented in the 

community characteristics in Table 11 (repeated for ease of reference).   
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Table 11 

Instances of HMA Allocation by Community Characteristics 

Community 

characteristics 

(+) HMA 

allocation 

(0) HMA 

allocation 

(0) Repetitive loss 42 1,368 

(0) Historical damages 20 956 

(0) Repetitive loss & 0 historical damages 17 923 

(+) Repetitive loss 254 840 

(+) Historical damages 276 1,252 

(+) Repetitive loss & (+) historical damages 251 807 

Note. HMA = Hazard Mitigation Assistance. 
 

 

The first question sought to understand the impact historical flood damages may 

have on FEMAs allocative discretion.  The results of the correlation analysis between 

HMA dollars allocated and historical damages clearly indicated a statistically significant 

positive correlation at a 99% confidence level.  As historical damages increase so does 

the amount of HMA allocation.  This study established that resources applied to areas 

that represent increased risk to the health of the NFIP, as well as FEMA as an agency, is 

to be considered effective and efficient allocation.  Therefore, this study concludes that 

based on the strength of correlation and indicated relationship between these two 

variables, FEMA’s HMA allocations are effective and efficient.   

The second question, much like the first, was intended to provide improved 

understanding as to the efficiency and effectiveness of FEMA’s HMA resource 

allocation.  It explored the relationship between HMA dollars allocated and the number 

of repetitive loss properties within a community.  This study established that these high-

risk properties represent a growing concern to the NFIP’s financial health and that an 

allocation of resources in an effort to mitigate this risk is to be considered effective and 
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efficient.  The results of this correlation analysis indicated a statistically significant, 

positive correlation at a 99% confidence level.  As the number of repetitive loss 

properties increase within a community, the more HMA funding the community is likely 

to receive.  This observation agrees with the conclusion from the first research question 

and supports the notion that HMA resource allocation is effective and efficient.   

The third research question was intended to examine the HMA allocation from an 

equity lens.  This portion of the study explored what role the estimated income per capita 

of a community might have on HMA dollars allocated.  The study draws upon literature 

that suggests funds should be distributed either impartially to a population’s substatus or 

in favor of those disadvantaged.  Applied in terms of this study’s correlation analysis, 

equitable allocation would be seen if there was no correlation between HMA dollars 

allocated and estimated income per capita.  Furthermore, if a correlation did exist, the 

more equitable relationship would be represented by a negative correlation.  However, 

the results of this study provide evidence that a statistically significant positive 

correlation exists at the 99% confidence level.  This would indicate that not only are there 

inequities in HMA dollars allocated, but they also favor the advantaged.   

Finally, the study’s last conclusion draws from the results of the examination of 

instances of HMA dollars allocated by community characteristics (historical damages and 

number of repetitive loss properties).  This element of the study, while rather 

straightforward, provided a method to highlight instances of appropriate and 

inappropriate allocation in a limited resources environment.  After identifying 12 

scenarios based upon the allocation status and community characteristics, six scenarios 

were labeled as inappropriate and six were labeled appropriate.  Utilizing this framework, 
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this analysis identified a combined total of 4,028 appropriate scenarios and 2,978 

inappropriate scenarios.  The number of scenarios is larger than the sample size of 2,504 

due to overlap in the characteristics.  It is important to note that this examination revealed 

instances in which HMA dollars allocated were spent in communities that had neither 

historical damages nor number of repetitive loss properties.  Meanwhile, communities 

with considerable historical damages and number of repetitive loss properties received no 

HMA dollars allocated.  This analysis indicated two important findings.  The first is that 

there were more appropriate allocative practices than inappropriate practices, suggesting 

that the program is more efficient than nonefficient.  However, the second finding is that 

there is evidence that suggests there is ample opportunity for improvement.  

Implications for Action 

By design, this study was intended to be an early exploration of the relationship 

FEMA’s HMA program has with variables indicative of efficient, effective, and equitable 

resource allocation.  This exploration is built upon the foundation of proper public 

administration in which these elements serve as pillars.  At its most basic level, the 

findings from this study are important because they validate multiple aspects of the HMA 

dollars allocated performance.  Properly understood, this has the potential to help ensure 

that these elements are continually leveraged or increased to produce desirable results.  

Similarly, this study identifies elements of inequities and inefficiencies that should be 

formally addressed within the HMA program.  It provides opportunity to improve upon 

existing allocative practices.  Furthermore, this study identifies a possible variance in 

program application depending upon the size and scale of the disaster.  This phenomenon 

is worthy of further exploration.   
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On a higher level, the impact of the study is in its ability to provide an early 

framework and examination method for resource allocation analysis in federal or other 

public agencies.  This study established a moral and technical framework that defines 

efficiency and effectiveness within the public sector, a distinction that remains 

underexplored.  This study lays an early groundwork for limited resource allocation 

within the public sector that is ripe for further exploration and advancements.  

There is an additional element, foundational to proper public administration, that 

should be acknowledged upon the reflection of this study.  This element, or pillar, of 

public administration is the concept of transparency.  It is worth discussing as the current 

state of data sharing and access within FEMA is unsatisfactory.  Although FEMA 

publishes several data sets on its Open FEMA website, many of them are difficult to 

navigate and download without significant tools and IT skill sets.  Furthermore, these 

data sets are spread across multiple formats with little to no direction as to how to link the 

data together.  Lastly, even after leveraging the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 

FEMA’s information disclosure branch, and after a 6-month delay, it did not provide 

several of the requested data sets.  This is a problematic development because it limits the 

public’s ability to be informed on critical public administrative performance and status.  

It is the recommendation by this researcher that FEMA take a more proactive approach to 

this issue of transparency and invest in a more user-friendly, data sharing infrastructure.  

This would allow easier access and understanding of this critical public information and 

foster future exploration and analysis. 
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Recommendations for Further Research 

Because this study was intended to be an early exploration of limited resource 

allocation within the public sector, there is ample room for further studies and 

development.  Some of these future research recommendations are directly aligned with 

this study whereas others are more abstract.   

Perhaps one of the more significant limitations to this study was the inability to 

obtain historical damages from programs outside of NFIP, more specifically, FEMA’s 

Individual Assistance Program.  It has been this researcher’s professional experience that 

those who register for individual assistance following a disaster are often separate from 

those who maintain flood insurance coverage.  That is to say that although this study 

explored historical damages from the lens of NFIP, it could be dramatically improved 

with the inclusion for damages from other federal programs.  This future recommended 

research would likely provide a more holistic understanding of historical flood damages.   

Another opportunity to improve upon this study is through the exploration of 

additional repetitive loss categories.  Although this study purposely utilized the NFIP’s 

definition of repetitive and severe repetitive loss structures, other definitions exist with 

FEMA.  For instance, HMA defines these terms slightly differently than NFIP, and the 

resulting correlation analysis utilizing this alternative definition may result in some 

interesting outcomes.   

Perhaps the most complex yet meaningful expansion to this body of research 

would be to explore how the individual HMA grants align to the locations and disaster 

types that made the funds available.  Because several of the HMA grant programs do not 

require projects to be applied in a particular fashion or location, the opportunity for funds 
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to be applied to a hazard other than that of which initiated the funding stream exists.  

Although this research would require access to large amounts of data, as well as careful 

analysis, it has the opportunity to provide a much more detailed understanding of some of 

the political and more qualitative elements of limited resource allocation within the 

public sector.  This would provide more of a detailed audit of performance, which may 

lead toward specific policy or program reform.   

Because equity was only a partial focus of this study, there is a large opportunity 

to expand upon the analysis utilizing complete social vulnerability indexes (SVI).  This 

study utilized estimated income per capita as a sole indicator of socially vulnerable 

communities.  The use of a complete SVI would allow the exploration of equitable 

allocation across other factors beyond financial status.  This not only would be valuable 

to local, state, and federal emergency management agencies but also would likely have 

profound implications within agencies such as the Housing and Urban Development 

(HUD) and the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) that have similar missions and 

responsibilities.   

Another component and finding from this study that is worthy of further research 

is the perceived variance between allocative practices in large-scale incidents, such as 

Hurricanes Katrina, Ike, and Harvey, and smaller events.  By enhancing the 

understanding of what actions or behaviors are resulting in higher efficiencies in large-

scale incidents, a gap analysis may be able to identify why smaller incidents do not 

allocate as efficiently.  This would likely inform policy or even grant program 

refinement.   
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Finally, one last element worthy of more research is the examination of the future 

viability of NFIP given the findings of this study.  In Chapter 1, it was established that 

the NFIP is and has been in a problematic position given its financial performance.  

According to GAO (2020), “FEMA still owed [the] Treasury $20.5 billion as of March 

2020, despite Congress cancelling $16 billion of debt in 2017” (p. 2).  Furthermore, 

Figure 1 illustrates the rate in which high-risk repetitive loss properties is outpacing 

mitigation activity.  This information, when paired with the favorable correlations of 

HMA allocation to NFIP historical damage and repetitive loss properties, suggests that 

federal grant allocation is not a large contributing factor of NFIP’s ill performance.  

Therefore, further research is needed to explore what role and to what extent hazard 

mitigation has in serving as a solution to this problem.  Can hazard mitigation, assuming 

ideal allocative practices, outpace the rate of increase in high-risk structures?  

Concluding Remarks and Reflections 

While correlations can help explain the relationship between two variables, they 

do not necessarily inform causation.  This study presents evidence to suggest strong 

relationships between the NFIP and the HMA program; however, more analysis will need 

to be conducted in order to determine the causation of resource allocation.   

It is important to restate the significance of FEMA’s (n.d.) mission and 

responsibility as charged by the U.S. public: “To help people before, during, and after a 

disaster” (p. 6).  This is an admirable and difficult task, riddled with complexities and 

challenges.  Although this study explored elements of FEMA’s NFIP and HMA program, 

it was not the researcher’s intention to pass judgement or conviction on their 

performance.  As a public sector entity, efficiency and effectiveness may not appear as 
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neatly as the more common financial and technical definitions would suggest.  When 

evaluating the performance within this sector, consideration should be given to the 

extreme nature and fluidity of disaster response.  This study’s intent was to assist the 

researcher in understanding the relationship that resource allocation had with historical 

damages and high-risk structures.  This was done in an effort to inform policy and 

program reform where appropriate.  The results and findings of this study present a 

potential moral hazard that would suggest funding and resource allocation may require 

further evaluation, research, and possible refinement to ensure a program or agency is not 

unjustly protected from consequences of misallocation.  It is the recommendation and 

hope of this researcher that this study will be expanded upon with further research 

regarding public sector resource allocation.    
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APPENDIX A 

HAZARD MITIGATION ASSISTANCE FLOOD HAZARD PROJECT TYPES 

This appendix provide the list of unique hazard mitigation assistance (HMA) project 

types that were identified and selected by this study as those that directly mitigate the 

flood hazard.  
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200.1: Acquisition of Private Real Property (Structures and Land) - Riverine 

200.1A: RETRO - Acquisition of Private Real Property (Structures and Land) - 

Riverine 

200.2: Acquisition of Private Real Property (Structures and Land) - Coastal 

200.3: Acquisition of Public Real Property (Structures and Land) - Riverine 

200.4: Acquisition of Public Real Property (Structures and Land) - Coastal 

201.1: Relocation of Private Structures - Riverine 

201.3: Relocation of Public Structures - Riverine 

202.1: Elevation of Private Structures - Riverine 

202.1A: RETRO - Elevation of Private Structures - Riverine 

202.2: Elevation of Private Structures - Coastal 

202.2A: RETRO - Elevation of Private Structures - Coastal 

202.3: Elevation of Public Structures - Riverine 

202.4: Elevation of Public Structures - Coastal 

203.3: Wet Floodproofing Public Structures - Riverine 

203.4: Wet Floodproofing Public Structures - Coastal 

204.1: Dry Floodproofing Private Structures - Riverine (Commercial) 

204.3: Dry Floodproofing Public Structures - Riverine 

204.4: Dry Floodproofing Public Structures - Coastal 

207.1: Mitigation Reconstruction - PILOT 

207.2: Mitigation Reconstruction 

300.4: Vegetation Management - Non Coastal Shoreline Stabilization 

301.1: Shoreline Stabilization (Riprap, etc.) 
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303.2: Floodplain and Stream Restoration 

303.3: Floodplain and Stream Restoration - Post-wildfire remediation 

400.1: Utility Protective Measures (Electric, Gas, etc.) 

400.1A: RETRO - Utility Protective Measures (Electric, Gas, etc.) 

401.1: Water and Sanitary Sewer System Protective Measures 

402.1: Infrastructure Protective Measures (Roads and Bridges) 

402.2: Roads and Bridges - Post-wildfire erosion and flood protection 

403.1: Stormwater Management - Culverts 

403.1A: RETRO - Stormwater Management - Culverts 

403.2: Stormwater Management - Diversions 

403.2A: RETRO - Stormwater Management - Diversions 

403.3: Stormwater Management - Flapgates/Floodgates 

403.4: Stormwater Management - Detention/Retention Basins 

403.5: Floodwater Storage and Diversion 

404.1: Localized Flood Control System to Protect Critical Facility 

405.1: Other Minor Flood Control 

500.1: Flood Control - Floodwall 

500.2: Flood Control - Berm, Levee, or Dike 

500.2A: RETRO - Flood Control - Berm, Levee, or Dike 

500.3: Flood Control - Dam 

403.1: Stormwater Management - Culverts 

403.4: Stormwater Management - Detention/Retention Basins 

202.2: Elevation of Private Structures - Coastal 

400.1: Utility Protective Measures (Electric, Gas, etc.) 
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202.1: Elevation of Private Structures - Riverine 

207.1: Mitigation Reconstruction - PILOT 

202.2A: RETRO - Elevation of Private Structures - Coastal 

403.3: Stormwater Management - Flapgates/Floodgates 

202.1A: RETRO - Elevation of Private Structures - Riverine 

202.3: Elevation of Public Structures - Riverine 

403.2: Stormwater Management - Diversions 

402.1: Infrastructure Protective Measures (Roads and Bridges) 

500.2: Flood Control - Berm, Levee, or Dike 

207.1A: RETRO - Mitigation Reconstruction - PILOT 

401.1: Water and Sanitary Sewer System Protective Measures 

403.4A: RETRO - Stormwater Management - Detention/Retention Basins 

202.4: Elevation of Public Structures - Coastal 

405.1: Other Minor Flood Control 

404.1: Localized Flood Control System to Protect Critical Facility 

500.1: Flood Control - Floodwall 

200.2: Acquisition of Private Real Property (Structures and Land) - Coastal 

405.1A: RETRO - Other Minor Flood Control 

403.5: Floodwater Storage and Diversion 

204.3: Dry Floodproofing Public Structures - Riverine 

200.5: Acquisition of Vacant Land 

207.2: Mitigation Reconstruction 

403.1A: RETRO - Stormwater Management - Culverts 

204.4: Dry Floodproofing Public Structures - Coastal 
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203.3: Wet Floodproofing Public Structures - Riverine 

203.1: Wet Floodproofing Private Structures - Riverine 

403.3A: RETRO - Stormwater Management - Flapgates/Floodgates 

500.3: Flood Control - Dam 
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APPENDIX B 

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST RESPONSES 

This appendix contains letters of coordination with the FEMA’s Office of the 

Chief Administrative Officer’s Information Management Division Disclosure Branch to 

obtain the Freedom of Information Act request for data.  
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APPENDIX C 

REPETITIVE LOSS AND SEVERE REPETITIVE LOSS ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION 

This appendix contains additional information and definitions for repetitive loss and 

severe repetitive loss properties.  These additional data accompanied the repetitive loss 

data set provided by FEMA in the delivery of FOIA 2021-FEFO-00402.  
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